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I GENERAL INTRODUCTION
In endeavouring to understand genetic material, its nature, 
and behaviour in function, recombination and mutation, geneticists 
have made extensive use of selective techniques. These techniques 
permit the selective recovery of the results of rare events 
(Ponteoorvo, 1958). They are particularly suitable for work with 
micro-organisms where such techniques have found extensive use; for 
example, Benzer's (I96I) mapping of the rll region of bacteriophage T4,
Most of the existing selective techniques have one limitation in 
common. This is the selection of one type only, e.g. selection of a 
few organisms with a wild type phenotype from a large population with 
a mutant phenotype (prototrophs from auxotrophs) or selection of a 
few organisms with a mutant phenotype from a large population of 
organisms with a wild type phenotype (résistants from sensitives).
Thus while systems which select in one direction only have been 
very useful in mapping (Benzer, I96I) and have sufficed to establish 
certain characteristics of recombination (Pritchard, 1955, I96G&,
1960b; Siddiqi, 1962a; Siddiqi and Putrament, 1963), mutation 
(Luria and Delbruok, 1943) and mutagenesis (Freese, 1955&, 1959b), 
they have not assisted greatly in elucidating the role of the genetic 
material in function.
For most critical studies of the phenomenon of recombination the
CKi* (CX ^
aiialyais of all the products involved in a single reomubinational event 
is BOoeBsaryo At present this can only easily be done by *$eleotlV0 
tetrad enalysls^ o Ono'v;ay of selecting specified tetrads for analysis 
has been given by Lissouba and Eizet (1960)0 These authors crossed 
heteroallelic colourless asoospore mutants of the fungus 
ÿmersus and selected for further malysle asci (tetrads) In which 
wild type coloured ascosporos appeared0
While 'selective tetrad analysis* is essential for the study of 
the phenomenon of recombination It Goems imlikely that it will become 
a major tool for the study of the nature of genetic material in 
mutation and function. For this purpose m y  techalquo would he of 
great value which enables selection of mutations in the same clstrom 
in both direct ions 9 1*8* mutant from wild type and vice-versa* Such 
a tectoiqu© will he referred to as * two-way selection* a
A * two-way selection' technique would he particularly useful for 
the study of mutation as suoh^  as it would allow the analysis in parallel 
of the patterns (hot4f'induced and spontaneous) of ®forward* and 'back' 
mutation within the same gene (Auerbaoh$ 1962) 9
B^urthermore 9 for studies of the meohemlsm of mutagenesis 0uoh a 
technique might also prove rewarding* This applies to both the 'base 
analogue typo* of mutation (base changes in the coding DNA, Freesep 
1959&2 1959b 9 or re-arrangements in the genetic material $ Toasmmi, 1962)9 
the 'acridina-typ©* of mutation (believed due to deletion or insertion
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of a single nucleotide Crick ^  , I96I Lerman, 1963).
A 'two-way selection' system has been the major tool used by 
Crick ^  (1961) in mapping intra cistron suppressors in the rll
region of bacteriophage T4. In this system the 'forward'- mutants 
are selected on inspection because r mutants differ morphologically 
from 2 ^ when plated on Escherichia coli B, while 'back'-mutants (or 
wild type recombinants) are selected from a large excess of rll 
' forward' -mutants because they form plaques on Escherichia coli K12 
(Benzer, I96I) on which nil 'forward'-matants cannot develop plaques.
Using the rll 'two-way selection' system Crick ^  (I96I)
showed that true 'back*-mutants hardly ever occur. -Similar findings 
were made by Jinks (I96I) by mapping of intra-cistron suppressors in 
the h region of bacteriophage T4 where a restricted 'two-way selection' 
based on host range is possible. Furthermore, the work of Crick ^  ^  
(1961) has made possible the study of the nature of the genetic code 
by purely genetic analysis.
It is essential to have suitable 'two-way selection' systems 
available if one wishes to extend the investigation of intra-cistron 
suppression to organisms other than phage.
In pursuing the aims discussed above an attempt was first made to 
obtain in the ascomyoete Aspergillus nidulans mutants amenable to 
'selective tetrad analysis'. As described in Part III of this thesis, 
colonies were screened for ascospore colour mutants and strains with
4 —
oolourÏ008 (gl) ascospore©aad strains with blue (b^) aeaosporos wore 
isolated, Unfortwiately9 all the mutants Isolated proved to he'non-
autonomous *' ($turtevent p Ephrussip 193B), However $ from the
results obtained a mod©3. to explain the origin of peritheola in
A m e a â U m  'b® eonstruoted.
When it was evident that 'selective tetrad analysis* was not 
facilitated by these ascospore colour mutants9 a search for a 'two- 
way selection* system was ÿnd was successful (Part IV), The
prinoiple of the system la the corallation of resistance and auxotrophy. 
In the present work ' forward'-mutants unable to grow on acetate as the 
sole carbon source were selected by plating oenldia on a medium con­
taining fluoroaoetate and glucose while 'back'-mutants were selected 
by plating oonidia on medium containing acetate as the ©ole carbon source, 
Im addition9 Information on the genetics mid behaviour of these mutants 
was gathered, They were found to behave particularly Interestingly in 
complement at ion, as all tested combinat ions between any two 'forward* 
mutant© (in tr^s^ arrangement) which complemented in heterozygous diploids 
failed to complément in heterokaryons* Revert ant© of the 'forward'- 
mutants and an enhancer mutant were also studied,
('IRxroughout the present work 'revertant* and 'back*-mutant are 
used synonymously),
l(s* «i»
II îü&WIALS AMI MOTH0B3
O  àlls„ÆaiâjsiJi2âSlMji^^
A a S E & Ü m  lËâSÜSag, (Bldani) WiH-berp is an aseomyoete Beloagiïîg to
the family Aapergillaoeae of the order PlGOtasolBeae, The details of its 
life history have been described elsewhere (Thom and Eaper^  1945^  
jE'omteoorvo ^  1953). The cytology of Ë & M m m
been re-investiga,ted by Elliott (I96O) cmd some findings relevant to its 
sexual reproduction have been recently described (Apirionp 1963b9 Part III) 
only the salient features of its life ©yole (Fig* 1) will be briefly 
redaacribad here »
The myoellum consists o f branched septate hyphae, each *oell* in the 
hyphao being multinuoleate, Anastomosis followed by miolear migration
between hyphae occura readily, The fungus propagates vegetatively by 
mems of asexual spores or oonidia which are produced in oolmmar heads 
borne on aerial hyphae called ooniciiophoros, The head of the 
oonidiopliore bears primary and secondary etorigmatap each of which has 
a single nucleus from which all the oonidia in one chain derive their 
nuclei * Different chains in one head produced by a beterokaryotic 
mycelium however9 may carry genetically different nuclei,
The fungus reproduces sexually by means of ascospores. The asol 
are found in closed fruiting bodies or clelstotheoia* It has been the 
practice in this laboratory to refer to these as peritheala and this
- 6 -
Figure 1
Life oyole of Aspergillua nidulans
Conidium® /  
Ascospore Q
Perithecium
r Meiosis-----------,
a S s O
Ascus
Taken from Fonteoorvo et al., 1953
üBàge v/ill be a&hereâ too A peritheoiwm maj contain up to about 10^ 000 
a80i$ each containing eight binuoleate asooBpores which are tmorderedo 
Parithecla and aeoi magr eaeily he ruptured to liberate the aecosporaBo 
Genetic analyeie has shown that the aeol in one perithecium g 
produced hj a heterokaryotic tend to he of ezclusivçly crossed
or exclusively selfed origin (Ponteoorvo at t953)o It now seams 
likely that all the asol in a single perithecium originate from a pair 
of nuclei which enter into conjugated divisions to give rise to 
dikaryotio asaogenoue liyphae from which the asoi originate (Ponteoorvo 
M â l - s  1953; î*aâ Part III).
2) îl^lâ
a)
A l l  C h e m ic a lB u s e d  a re  
(M .M .)
o f  a n a l y t i c a l  g ra d e  u n le s s
I n g r e d ie n t s  p a r  l i t r e s ( P o n ts o o rv o  a l,.5 1 9 5 3 )
^ - -g lu c o s e 10 g .
6 e«
K O I 0.52 S’ .
MgSO^ 0,52 g .
“ 2*^4 1.52 ® .
l?0SO_^.7HgO)
2M SO ,.7HgO )
t r a c e s
Afçar 10 gé
8«%» t:.1
adjusted to pB 6&5 by laOH or HOLo
t») l æ L s M I i a  (BoM.)
As M^ Mo but without gluooso«
«) (o»w,)
fho meditm in use at present is similar to that given in 
Ponteoorvo . (1953) with some modifications* It consist a of
M.M.é supplemented with the following ingredients per litres-
Bifoo haoto peptone 2 g»
leaetrel (Brewers ^ Food Supply 1 g«
Oompany htd« p Iildlnhurgh)
Bifco hacto oasamlno aoids technical 1*5
luoleio aoicl hydrolysate ^ aoid and
alkaline hydrolised 0*4 go
(for details see Ponteoorvo et ai*^ 1953),
Fitaïîins 5
Riboflavin 1 mgo
llootinamid© 1 mg*
Para^ aminobensoio aoid 0*5 mg*
Pyrocloxin oHOl 0*5 mgo
imeurlnoHOl Oo5 mgo
Blotin 0*02 mg
d) Acetate medium )
Ingredients per litres 
QH GOOm^
MgfJO,<.7HgO
laOl
I?eSO^ ,?HgO)
2siS0.,7HgO)
Sîgar
adjusted to pH 6 * 1 by ME^OH or HOI
Ingredients per litres 
B-'gluooso
mwo.
KOI
%80^*,7H^0
Fe80^,7Hg0)
GE^POOOH (technical)
12 go
0*5 g* 
3 g.
2 g0
traces
12 g,
agar
5 g$
4 go
1 g*
0*5 g*
3 g,
traces 
30 go 
15 g.
10«s* XU
adjusted to x)H 6*1 by concentrâted iE^OE*
In later work 40 g* fluoroaoetio aoid were used instead of 30 g#
f ) medim, ($*%*)
B*Mo plus Bucoinic aoid*
Sdffi. plus F«A«; final oonosnteatlon of F.A. 0«5^ pH 4-4*5 adjusted
by HE.OH.
h) M a ^ - H â i â
Any of the various madia In a liquid form (ioe* without agar), 
Unlase liquid medium is specifieally mentioned In this thesis ^ 
agar medium was used*
3) Growth factor supplements and sugar utilisation tests
For the ©onoentrations of the various nutrients added to M®1*
to enable growth of the various mutants ^ see Ponteoorvo al* (1953);
Eafer (1958)* for olassifioation of sugar mutants (mutants unable to 
utilise a particular sugar as a carbon soixroe) $ B*M* plue the sugar 
concerned was used 9 the sugar usually in concentrations of 1ÿ 
(Roberte* 1961)*
Percentages will always be expressed as weight/volume 
unless otherwise stated*
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4) Stock cultures
The cultures were incubated at 37*G* This incubation temperature 
was used throughout the work* The strains were maintained on slopes 
of 0*1» or 1*1* supplemented with the required nutrients @ and were ■ 
sub^ cultured approximately every six months »
Purified cultures were obtained by plating suspensions of wall 
broken chains of oonidia (single oonidia plating) and sub-oulturing 
from well isolated colonies* All oulturosp from which oonidia were 
harvested for selection workg, were maintained on slopes of Q*M* To 
obtain cultures of independent origin^  slopes were inoculated with 
oonidia from different oolonies which arose from ®single Oonidia plating^
5)
The general prlnolpXse wore described by Ponteoorvo (1949)
a) Testing for ability to grow on different carbon sources 
see Roberts (I96I)*
since the pH 6 S  of M,M* was found to be unsuitable for growth 
of âsperglXlue nidulans on a medium oontaining succinate as the sole
12
oarbOB source g a suitable pH was sought as follows^  Oonidia of a 
suitable strain were embedded in and incubated overnight;
blocks of medium at each end of one diameter of the Petri dish 
were removed » At one of these points was placed succinic acid 
plus ammoniuja hydroxide at a high pH (about 9) und at the other 
point was. placed succinic aoid plus mmonium hydroxide at a low 
pH (about 3), The plate was then Incubated for 2-3 doys* 
Gradients of pH from the low to the high were created on the dish 
and when a certain Bone of growth appeared, the pH of this bob© 
was measured by indicator paper* This method, which is 
©specially suitable for acids was also applied to citric and 
malic acids*
Testing: the reenonse of var iousstr aims to a certain chemical**^
In one patri dish
A Petri dish with suitable mediwa minus the chemical in 
question was prepared* The chemical, in a solution, was pipetted 
into a trough out out In the agar medium on one old© of the dish » 
The strains were inoculated along parallel lines (4-6 point 
inocula per line) at right angles to the trough* In this way 
varying degrees of response of strains to a partioular ohemioal 
can be detected*
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Suspensions of spores wore mode In sterile saline or distilled 
water» Ohain© of oonidia were broken by adding the wetting agent 
Tween 80 and suaking up and down through a Pasteur pipette * Density
of spore suspensions was estimated by haemooytometer counts, and 
viable oounta were obtained by plating suitable dilutions of a 
suspension on OoM*
.)
A measured amount of suitable diluted suspensions of spores 
were dispersed with a glass spreader on the surface of agar medium*
A suspension of spores was added to melted, cooled agar medium 
and poured into dishes »
0)
A volume of 4-^5 ml* of agar medium plus spores was poured 
into dishes containing a bottom layer (20-25 ml » ) of the same 
agar medium and was spread rapidly to form a thin top layer®
The last two methods were used for handling large quantities
14
of sporoBo The plating teolmiques are in oomuon us© in the 
genetic study of AfpergilXue, nidulqnB*
7) Hitroue acid treatment
The method ie described by Siddiqi (1962b) * Im the present work
the method was slightly modified*
1 ml* of a suspension,in distilled water of oonidia, of the strain 
to be tested was added to 8 ml® of 0*1M aoetate buffer pH 4*4 and kept 
in a water bath or in an inoubator for 10 minutes at 37*0* 1 ml® of
i:'
00 125-0*250# HaHOg was added ami the incubation mixture was stirred 
every 2-3 minutes® The treatment was stopped after 10-20 minutes by 
transferring 1 ml® of the Inoubation mixture into 9 ml* of 0*066M 
phosphate buffer pH 7^ 1 at room temperature « For viability counts 
suitable dilutions, in distilled water, were plated on 0®M*
8)
On© of the purposes of this work was to establish a suitable 
technique for estimation of the proportion of mutant nuclei, of a
lalOp is oxidised slowly in solution to with consequent
decrease in mutagenic activity of the preparation *
particular kind im a given population of spoross selection of 
mutants as part of a t^wo-way eelaotiom* system (sea Part I) * As 
some of the mutants resistant to ?»&, were found to be suitable for a 
t^wo-way selection® system by virtue of their inability to grow on 
A*M* (Part B), and as these mutants (designated^) were found to 
grow much more rapidly on S*Mo than the wild type strains (see P@rt IV,
IS 2 0 i) p various ooMbinations of glucose, succinate, and fluoroaoetate 
in media were tried, in order to discover the s^pectrum* of the 
possible mutante, and to establish the beat tecîmique for the estimation 
of the ratio of mutant to non-mutont nuclei in a given population®
The various techniques are described below (for further details see 
Fart IV, B and 0)*
a)
Oonidia from a strain sensitive to F®A» were inoculated 
(26 points per dish) into ; resisteiiit sectors appeared
after 3-5 days®
Spores of a strain sensitive to F*A* were Incubated for 16 
days in liquid Bol® plus 2*5^ F®.Ao at pE 6*5 plus the requirements 
necessary for the particular strain*
16 —
See Apirion (1,62)
B'qovqb of a strain sensitive to F*A* were plated on dishes 
containing 20-25 ml* B#M® and covered by a top layer of 4-6 ml® BoM#
On a 'basal layer Of 20-25 ml# (F0A® 4)^ g glucose %io)
in a Petri dish, spores of a strain sensitive to i\A* were plated 
and Covered with a top layer of 4-5 ml® of
between 3#m. and B»F*A*M«
On a basal layer of 8#M# (9D-25 ml@), spores of a strain 
sensitive to F,A* were plated in a top layer of 4-5 ml* of S»M, 
and covered with 5-6 ml, of B,F*â*M*
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9)
Grosses were made on MoM®, or, in oases of crosses between two 
non-eomplementary mutants, on M#M* supplemented by the relevant growth 
factor* Dishes ©ontaining specially thick layers of M*M# were 
streaked with a dense mixture of oonidia from the two strains, which 
in all cases carried at least one pair of oomplemantary nutritional 
requirements® The streaked surface was broken up by means of a 
sterile wire loop to form a roughly oblong area of 1 z 3 cm®, and a 
few drops of liquid G®S® wore added to allow some initial growth*
The dishes were sealed with sellotape after the first day of incubation 
and were incubated for a further 9^19 days* This method is now in 
common use for crossing strains of Aspergillus nidulans* and resulted 
from the aooumulated experience of various workers in this department *
10) Analysis of orost^
Two methods are available (Ponteoorvo et al®, 1953)
a) Eecombimmt selection
Aacospores from several peritheola wore aolloctod and plated
18
on a S0l©ô'tiv@ medium on whloh only reoomblnaat aaooejiores ooiild 
grow* This method requires that the two parental strains oariy 
complementary genes determining nutritional requirements, and are 
imllnked to the markers whose segregation is being studied® 
Segregation analysis was performed by transferring recombinant 
Colonies <.-40 master plates of 0«M#, 26 to a plate; from there, 
the colonies were replicated, using a multiple wire replicator, to 
various media to reveal their genotypes*
b) Forltheoium analysis
Malysis of a perithecium is based on the fact that the 
10,000 or 80 asol of an individual perithecium are almost 
inv£iriably of either exclusively seifed or exclusively crossed 
origin® The three types of perithecla in a cross between two 
strains can be distinguished easily If the two strains Involved 
have different conidlal colour®
A email sample of an ascospore suspension prepared from a 
single perithecium le streaked on C.M. and incubated until conidlal 
colour develops® The oonidia of each streak may be purely of a 
parental colour or a mixture of two or three colours (depending on 
whether the parental strains differ in one or in two genes affecting 
conidlal coloxu?) * Streaks of the first type Indicate a selfed
19
peritîiQOiUïii and streak© of the ©ooond type indieat© a hybrid 
perithecium# Asoosporea of the hybrid perithecium, stored at 
4 0^*9 are plated on 0*11* and their further analysis carried out 
as above (Faa?t II, 10a) @
11) gas,X^3|§.o_0<f±g.^
a) Bet er okm^ rpns
for synthesis of heterokarjone, strains were so chosen that 
eaoh had at least one growth factor requirement not possessed by 
the other® A mixture of oonidia from the two strains was 
Inoculated Into tubes with liquid M*'M* (6 ml&) plus a few drops 
of liquid 0*M® and these tubes were inoubated for 24-48 hours to 
allow growth of hoterokaryotie myoellura* This myoellum was teased 
out OB dishes of MoM* On further inoubation a balanced 
heterokaryon grew out of the teased mycelium» To oonfirm that 
growth was due to establishment of a balanced heterokaryon 
further transfers of vigourously growing îiyphal tips were made » ■ 
When the two strains carried non-complementing requirements, 
suitable nutrients wore added® Certain combinations which failed 
to fom heterokaryoBs under these conditions were grown on liquid 
G*l,« overnight (Ponteoorvo ^  1953) and the mycelium was
harvested and treated as above till growth of a balanced
20
hoterokeryon was achieved*
b) Dip|oid0
To obtain diploids (Roper, 1952), oonidia from a ‘balanced
heterokaryon were embedded in M*M* at a- density of approximately 
6 710 - 10 Oonidia per dish® Diploid colonies which arose were 
isolated and purified by single oonidia plating (Part II, 4)*
The diploids were identified by reason of their being prototrophic 
while the p^ r^ental strains ware amyotrophic, and by reason of 
their having a larger conidlal diameter then haplold strains o 
(For further details see Roper, 1952; Ponteoorvo qt ales 1953)*
Baploid strain© were isolated after spontaneous haploldigatIon 
or after treatment with DL-^ paa’a/^ Kfluorapheiijlalanine (Morpiirgo, I96I# 
Lhoas, I96I; Forbes, I963), Dishes of G.M, with 0*OQ61$ P.F.P.A, 
were inoculated with conidia by a sterile needle at 30 pointé, and t)i© 
dishes ware then incubated for 3-4 days* While the growth of the 
colonies as a xvhole was reduced and non sporulating, ©onidiating 
sectors appeared® When ©onidia from these sectors were streaked on
-  21
ÛJi& and Golomlea from there ware re*^ lsoIatedp they were found to he 
mainly haploid<, When the diploid wae green hut heterozygous for 
oonldial colour mutants a proportion of the sectors had the mutant 
colour « 0?hese haploïde p after xmrifioationp were analysed as before 
(sea Part Up 10a) »
13) Allocation of a marker to |Jb Ij (Forhesp 19,59? 19&3)
A diploid between UBB (master strain D) and a haploid strain 
carrying the desired marker was synthesized?^  fhis diploid was 
haplaldized mid the genotypes of the haploid segregants were examined 
(see Part 11? 10a) o MSB is a strain carrying markers in each of 
its linkage groups §
Marker
I V
II A m i VI s3
III VII nic8«gvwa£;’.*&3ryiWg>
IV ■ M SSi VIII rlbo2
Since in haploidiaation there is recombination between markers 
in different linkage groups but not within linkage groups (Pontooorvo 
ï ï k A ” 9 1953; Fontecarvo et alj>g 1954; Fonteoorvo and ICafer? 1956)?
22
the marker in question will roeombine with the markers of aeven 
linkage grou;ps,not with the marker of its own linkage group.
14) ÊËËË
All strains uaed in this work belong to the Glasgow University 
oolleotion? with the exception of the strain hil$orn9 j^hag which 
was obtained from Dr, Kafar (McGill Dnivereity),
fable 1 lists all mutante used: as genet ia markers « The now 
mutants obtained during the course of this work are described in the 
appropriate sections, The known linkage relationships of the loci 
referred to in this thesis are shown in Fig, 2,
23jr*\ ^
Mutants usod a© genetio markers «
Symbol of mptant 
and Xoous^ ^ Phenotype determined by mutant
Aorl
adl
ad3
ad8 tf ad20
ad23
ani
arg3
bll
0ha
fri
gaX4 ? galf 
lac3? lao5 
ly©5 
meth1 
ni3
nio2
aorlflavlne resistant 
adenine requiring 
adenine requiring 
adenine requiring 
adenine requiring 
adenine requiring 
aneurlne requiring 
arginine requiring 
biotin requiring 
chartreuse oonidia 
unable to utilize fructose 
unable to utilize galactose 
tmable to utilize lactose 
lysine requiring 
methionine requiring 
unable to utilize nitrate 
niootinio acid requiring
Table I continued
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nlcB aiototinio acid requiring
ornîp orng ornithine requiring
pabal para amlnobenzoic aold requiring
paba22 para amlnobenaolo acid requiring
palAI alkaline phosphataaelees
paB? alkaline pliosphataseloss
phe2 phenylalanine requiring
pro? proline requiring
pu putr©ecine requiring
pyro4 pyridoxin© requiring
ribol riboflavin requiring
riboS riboflavin requ:1»rlng
ribo3 riboflavin requiring
rlbo5 riboflavin requiring
ri'bo6 riboflavin requiring
si unable to utilize sulphate
s3 unable to utilize sulphate
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This Part is presented i n  the form of the manuscript of a 
paper accepted for publication in "Genetleal Research? Oaabridge" 
with the addition of Tables 8«*12«
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i m l t o B Â & û i)y a y*2 :i ratio Qt'XdoiM'loe wilb' wâtoolsiuxLo&xi't '.-xx; 
. '.' ■ : " ■■x,„--.xÿ.:.,.s : X : xxxx ■' ' " .x'xsyb, ■ ,:y,;
bit#' Bèoobpérëg.in il#s® .orà6e|hx|:T?s,î}1 0 ;;:S:)». .IfisstaBlQ, . :..yx
::\.::.x 'xX;. :S:S# 'XX^  ^ .-Sx-' x y
- ' /: : ' y- / .y- ' _ ' , e':.:y^ 4y'Lx;
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Table 4. È s É m m m .m M m Æ J à M s M M .M M m s m m  
m i L ^ m m ¥ j m f L J M M m m m à . A 9l 9Æ L
OoHibiaakion.
MS» / mfeilî it M l  .
MAD / ;&#&!; 1#. M i  .
MOD
«8» /  Ml( it)  ^
M l )  iiS? £i?j a M  / m i m l  Jiiii j M  
M I m S ?  âî£? a M  / y M  W  s â H  m W .  %' 
Ü S  jait, J l i  /  m W ;  i t  M l  ; ; " '
Mjii all ■ //.BilïEdj M &  ■ ■■.
«11 Ml; It? iilt 7-sM ‘iisl M ll iifeiJ» x
Type of 
d ip lo id
/
bl'*' /
o r
cl
1)14
oia
OÎ4
q14 /  bll;:
o l4  /  c l6
Ml /  Ml
b l l  /  bJ,12
016 / csl.6
Colour o f "ithq 
àooooporoB of 
tho d ip lo id
rod
red
red
rod 
- - %*od- 
rod 
blue 
b3.uo 
colour
•MSI.) ÎB ■ a e tra te  whloli bao; markers on each of I t s  eight' 
llukago' groupa (PorWa#- mpubllaWd)# Y.
■ r
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ta b le  S,. ■ Grosses,.botv/GOîs bluè (bl) and oolowrlese  
\-'y. .: ( s i )  m m m m g J B M iA m
Typo' of
. O roes' '
t«Lïul? of
ooloux'lefôa
aoQoàporoB âsooapol'es- aacocporos T o ta l
bl2 -% ol3--
, y  ,
M l
».
bl2. k 58 5
120
19 72
4ÎX
'Many oo lpn ioé.d id  not form mature aodosporoB and wore- 
th ere fo re  p la ee lfie d "b y  the oplour o f ' the p e r ith o o ia l w a ll;
,auolra o la s s if ld o t io n ■l 0 l ia b le  to"error#
Groeopa were ; o f the ' tyi>0 -.hpbâl.ÿ b ig ' X o lx  y; jgg; ,e18'.
• •Ascpapproo. frpm' a number of p eri thee la  from .oaoh • proem 
wore ' p lated on a minimal medium* on whiah. only naba'  ^$ j #  
3rpp6mbinanti8' can grow# . /:
y y  v'-yy/- '"y'
: -y ■■£■34»:'
 , ■ ■ • ,:r ■
; y ; .
■ ' i'jaa ' oonfiS'aeti, 'ImkéfmBÎfpsc of four.' éolourrlees;, . : \ 
'ÏBùï&tcm. \iii&b:Æ8àk:re<ivds’<3d' thâoimlnlmto (slj?) from . 
xx'toG 0 ^ 8 6 ' M£- with 1 
• ,• Which h m  wiM. type (rW)- m o m p o t o s i  iyonv;fhee© 
G 3?pa0Ofl '-vi- .:?6a6mhim#8' W f e '  ©olèdtect-vbÿ’ pla-hlns
■ .. • y-:X . " ■'■' ■ . ; ' 'X /'y. : - ' . ; . . -
'.'Xawp0HBl8n(i'# ,05 .ryVftimsl 'mstkliia-.;,;, ■ Omo' of..
• thesa f ouï; oÿorfsohV.yicjïSoft'• ÿWombihaht csoXonios. wifth ..- 
^. .b3,us; ■.a’édoaïjo.iya,,\... ..î'iii'e^ indiaa'fceâ’. fhafc'-iîlie xlsolalis,-,iiaptl 
' '. in tlii.e .(iFosm h a d . : matoht' géftaiypNi SlXgi ,M2* 
:.."■ Araone the JSlpêlMvlcm' of fdiis c r o w ,  45 .had ooloiîrleeé
- ■ X  ' x K i N x y x  .x,x ' ,■■ X X . ■ ' ,x ' X;
, . ...aaoooporop, $#,wd;ynd i y  X -',., -
:'b7Y \ 'Y W'oW0#0\.'û o W ë s e é  .bétwoon- -
Y'/Y :--Y /piralne d i f f e r i n g , ' l G ' - : - b a 0 o d - o n  JfWY'' ' 7 
Y . YfàotYtlmt.the .I'OYOOO/pr-ep-aooi of an
Y ' ' gyyam' almost: #11 of o%*oBBâd origin o):* all
y ' .:Yy6f a0),fod M a  bodnyutlli^od In.the'' .:
'' '"Y Y -y Y # Y :
r,"  ^ '!Y'yY\ig50'<^ ' ' Tbp 'pBrltWola.#anYbb'MBtlngaWied/-'^^
//;'yy ' ;.Y. ; , ; ' . a a % i l y y i f - o t h e r  _y.x/ .
t ‘ ‘ ’ M ' ' . .i * 9  ^ ‘ ‘ , , h i,
oonldia)*:
X-M. ‘ N."
i : : : # : Y : Y # - r  Y Y : 7 ...yx:YY/YYYY:^^
x.yy .7 ' \Xx ' 7 .\7y:x x.x- 7
If. a. .small .aawplexof «a asoospor© sueaeasioji-prepared 
frora a srlnglG peÿîtsliooitjm xp- streaked on' o-maplete medium .= 
ami I n c u b a t e ^ - / -lûQsiidid -.oolou? Is . .developed, f i t  • 
nospÉially •gS.vee .pnXy-.eino' of fchi’éo- pattoyas» e ith e r pure : . 
green, ipy'O .vy ity '..o r raised v.?h.;lt;o'ànâ .green,
StroaîïB -of’ tdiQ...fi.M?.t'two typas-inclleat©. a selfecl ' . - :
poritdwfsium iiiid streakq .of ..#.e. th ird  type a liybrid  ...: . 
.peritltecsiuffio.' ...
In ,th e .p re s e n t experim ents■the two .parents also, 
d iffe re d  - In  genotype with; reepeo.t' to  asooepor© oolour,-: 
and In  ad d itio n  to th e 'te s t deB0.rib8d above,' a sar!tp3.e ' 
of aesospos'da-wab'O.kSTOimsd .fflioroscopioBlly to  deterralao' 
tîM.» pheno'type..of .asocssporos» . .
■The aseosporse anaXyscd in  ' th is  way wore from
.. . .'?. . X , ' . .
oiyoBOpù-of % )e$  ^ M  - .
of. w ild  typo and mutant aeooBporoa was 
foimd* 0 l# 0 ^  \in.'oro8@ed -or* tmdomtandably^ l%i 
q w itW o ia #  ATW 'âaooeporoB'Of .a 'perlthoolum  worn a l l .  ' = 
o f tho.aame qolour* of. th o lr  gono.typoe, ' -x/-
ThW I t - the .'genets teeted  ao fa r  dotem ilnlng m^ooopoi'p qolpui*'.' 
v a ria tio n  ^hiorrautonomom" in  action.»;.: Moroover» th o '-. 
w a ll of moh_ .p o rl# o o # m  ,-(oroaood o f so I f  o&). la  of the ' ' - \ 
eamo, colour ae the .im lla o f  the aoooeporbê. contained In  I t y
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th is  chl'Oijy csan b© wHd typeyûr Mmt o f e ith e r  '  :
p am riîà l ab'rûin ,r-.evatt :la.'ihé...0Aëé of ' 0K>èsec1 ip â r ît îie a ia x  ., ■ ■ ■"’'■ ' - ' -/XÇ "'X'X' -x^-- ■ : .,X'‘. x ' . ■'• ' ' "x
6. B# 7).., . X - X:. ... ' " ' ' .X "X7
  'lïXacrkAilX' tlio .'l’CîShi'te...(Tablé.-.î) ,o f crosses ." . "X-' ■ ;X'"
bé%%-fëëh.: -.paba-lxCMtb' -ggeety pbniâia-' ami eolouriesa
ssooéporcui)VaBdxstmin .gi' sS'SSSj C.v;itîi wbito ooniaie,:,..;,; 
am% blue ao.o'o'spôros) wore aX , :X: '
.lu,. .AX3.,ibrbQ. olaesee o f p é rith e a la  v,riffr oo lourloès■''x' 
0,%: -ypd./ôf' :bI%X.',##b8poï'# i il'îQii? proportion^'''':,.
w y ie d  'la..:'rW ll#Ae8'..:0|f # 0 : X - , ;
2„ Both..'.Q's'oesel' and■ -.soXf'M':...poritheoia, t’/or©' fohttû 
among'a l i .  tilfü e  ' o I n s o o X » • : ' ;. ,- ' .X
- .5« .Amoi'kX PMÏSéà' mà  peiX-l'lieaia,' both p aren ta l x ':xXX. 
genotypes fCm lrnî. s P ' 7 f M â )  'found  ^■ wM'Ië'n 
.k s ï Is W W ü Ü iW a ; 0?. p p flth eo la  only ono,
par©.nta3,'; géno,t'ÿpo'.''oooiîî'r0d'X},l.iî,;'.cuioîi oàoa thé parental.' ;.'' ' 
.type. fe'isîs tliÉs .Gorree^ondi'|ig!;S,e.K308BQro.'genotype# ïhàt; .'. ...;^ . 
onl'ÿ 'parsrit'sl' 'F)|ïa,notypaa., ocaui’ ' In  selféd  p e ritlie c ia , and :. 
tÜB'i; Wilo. # ,'.ooyy.o8poM.B ta. the geaotypè. of ''
thé .8ç3,fad'xasooGporeôX.i'Xw;: Bîipp'Of.ttiKi by. elas8:ify.;Ulg \...‘' ?:: 
açlootod ft|tl. p è ff  tlk3o.:i43,.;:f rdmXft ;o'poop ' 'of-.typé", o lg . % .oxX : ." '
â ï'*  'M ï?  . ' ®his #roeg gives,...; .\'.x
xx;
■, XX.
:':x: ' XX'
M- '
1-1 o
I 7
O C> : 
Pi,
fpi
O *ï->S
. . m tty 
Î-'S w fk
Cf,.j
q. O-
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if.
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0:1
'f-î
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-m 0 Cff
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m iq i?4O
■Il
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N  ' ■N'
V D j
r H I H
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.pj
■ y  -
X  : g
m
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ütp»
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m
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H
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N
H
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M op  : ,C|
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m plY
#Pi
#o
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Tàfolq ?#. ■ üoiour 'of ameoaboraB' aM pcrlthooia  
\. :> of Ygaifed :.aM:.. ero(^ ae&^  or%ln. from-^tha.- 
.ù tù B B  ül3 -pabal 'x.ÿÿ',.W2.:bl8; ‘alS -■•{al5;'x M.2)
llienotypo"of.''Y ' Y-x: ■"''Y ■ ■ • ' ' v-7 .
paritltoaium'V - '"Balfod 'oI5 Belfeci i>12 Orooeqd Total 
and asoospores ,.
oolom*l#c\Y ' - 4& - ' 5S.
,. : - : ::;^xD7 -7xx "
4 Y .Y:\5 9 '' 53
. "Aboutxçqüàl numlbera of porltheo#' oi\ éach- 
bhenotypë''-:wer^ t^8ted^:'Y;%o actual proportiona In thl 
oroae -veW:. x%'eA 'about-'10#Y -OoXourleaa a h o # Y 40#g and
blue about' 50# * Yx -''7.' ' " ' V'x-xv.
Y
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o f , oôureo s vÆiît© ans ro d 'poj^itheoiaa 'Vfè' t’Qâ porithooie. 
u'fîro ploked and analyeed (using 'tte  tecilinlqus msiitiorsed 
atevo)» ■ 108 o f îihoso 172 .%j,erl%heola. w ere'of orossed. ■
or:î,gla.:,aacî G4 wero'_ o f :8@lfed origin® ,Ax;i ttie ,64 o f îBe3,fed. 
o rig in  v;ero ■ïîo'J.'fsd, o f the: (gonotypo,. (M ':') • =' %
Xîrpând'iiig red p o r i t h c îo ié , ,The scsl-fed rod .. .-■=
porijîheoia im'vlng #0.\ol,.p8;e8r&tà%' genotypo. ■ ■ '■''X. ■
; D Î S 0 USSÎOÏÎ .. ' x ' „ 7  '!■■'
. ..xi:^MàüA:iaî#ïmmÊ'i8 wm oW m iiio gmaxiaa /: /x:
( i if fo re h tia te â  ®alo tmxî .foina'lô .'crrgapa ■ INko beteÿolÆïàJJi#'; ' - : 
Aspemi-llâ  (Adams, ïiMpiiblislioâ). ami the aspi' o r ig in a te ',, „
from tîito ïy a tié , fiscogemJuë hyp'àae : ( B l l i o t t , : I9 6 0 ). ' . . .
lNm5#Qg:mQ%'8 , W.X: the asci (10 ,000 Or - so)-4n-
' eaott j.#.'ritîmoiüm are. eftihpy. ùt 'cmptwA or of 'seifèd -' .X 
<>rlgin ' (Poateoos.’VO et.,.a l» » ' 1-953)» '''70 ', aeoaus'it fo r  th is  ' 
, l t  v/ai3 .assutne'd tlwrfe onè.XXîjal®"' mwlou'e and oviev,'XX«iÉi1.N!'-.'-'X ' ‘ 
l'juel.ep.é en ter la to  csoii^ogatcjd 'diviftlovie, 4X.r ,giv.e Kls.e,, #  .. : 
aX3.' tîî© ,d.ilcaryO'!;io ascogOîTOm iiypho.o and therefore;’ to. .' ' „
a ll-  the àsei-' .(Ptmtooorvo efc.'"'a3.»-g- 1953).. ' On ,t1ia.,bas'17 
o f - tho- preoeding fao t’e.. and’ 'of:, .what i c ■ known---from :-'0tb.0r' ■ -X-
'-- 'X''' "   : . - X, . ;,.'x-x." .',..: x - x
aaopmyeotos. (e.'g. MRrfc&tts,-1946), lo t  as see how. th@' .,., ,
' observations,.of til© prooonf•'- work q m ' be zLotorpretod. ' '
: ;:■■■ ; -, ;'-..xxXx'" ' X Y - f Y ; ;
'X. - bo. aBeimed ■ X-' ';X " " ' '"X X : SX :X ,
'■' '.■../ 1 fl ■ fî3,o; primofdiütt 'of- lliè- fsm lo- brgatt..^’ ...protoporitlxeoîtjé-XX-S-;
- .;■■ V..-X.: .'X : :-XX:X : .. \.rX hy/x X 'X- 'X ■ "X'- XX-:
., . with oaly.;8.7©w.:,iiuDl©iXXx7;:;;,,.:;x ■ ' . XX';.-, -..XXXX
' ' . 2. ■ .TIie.;.:m3.0'':0:egmx'XdoHt%%iW&Ga im ly: Q!30 midletw. . Thië' " ': ■ :■, : XX,X'X:'v;X. ' - _,:>■
. x,#.a3.©tio andX#9, of-Izho f©Bia3.Q ,.huoïéivôrit.oX. intÔ':i'30ù;|wXaisod/' - 
.. \  . ./%XX -X'X X: -:X ,- X X; XXXX. X
• divisioiit'i. to'.givo sis.a-Xib. ..ttwX'4.iiA7#'iQ . XX;
' . -3» Side by.; eido vji'tb .theXiovelopra0i>t;'.of'tdie...aso0gé'nous.; ,. Xx'‘
byphao» tlîe. o'fiUer nuolexl -  .oaoXikXlvely • Xema,le  '..oiX.the ■ ..XX- .;-....,■- -; : .. . ' / . , ,  ., ■--xXx'xXx;. 'V.XXX".
pyotoperithboi'«ra X m l t a h d ; iü, t imalloly. give;- .yiae' .to thé . ..XX.. ;.x
' ' other /part8 of the p.exX/theciiiiXt-'awoh ay the'porithooium . ;■ "X:..XX ..’■' ; ■ . . :
tmlia .ivhloh are. tlusrefors'XXewalo». ' ' ' ■ > : X\;X X;X;
V  'ThuÉÿ' While (the ot*' Mlfbd, o rig in  of
7  asoi '  iE'-à • pox^liiteoldm %B: âétoÿmlEOâ'. by' the; pw tlou l'ar ; r:YxY:Y' .
#mxfemaïox:r'Ywhioh.#i#ma'l#dZ'Y'xYtoYx:.:
■■oon^ügat'àd'r<llv‘;iai0Eo^4_t^^0^0oXeu•e:o '^■’tli'e ripe /Y tT itteo iub ; ■ Y;;,;
'' .partii:iülar' eysWrnY;'" YY Y
x'" . o f d e t e r m i n e d '  WxtW
of thoYmmlol' prem nt liYtbo-i&b1fpporiiihooiu.Bu.. . ' x'x. v Y-:
- Y X/' 16 à oolow leaa ' .75,,...:,/Yx:Y
tho-'/hypW) :i70M/- la rge ly iiô te ro k a iy 6 tl^  
the '''pretope%4theol#lYgf ' opntal# x^ûolél of Y;' x" :
. e ith e r or. b o #  " %
-pi
a r ip o  ■ d o 'r l# #  from -xt.Hotorôîïaryotio :
' x-""' '' 'XxX.-'^,y.NxX' 7 - - - ' -  "' . "X'. . ;• 'X: ' ' X -  , .x ; -  : . ’" " 7 '  ■" x-'
■ 7 X  
■7 :
:XX. X-X -T, >
.- .' 4 :
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woitld .usu£il3.y,;bp %'eâ (w ild  bypo)« ' ■■.'>: 
jîb iQ' perijîîîeo'iyhi' ooiîlâ- te ' e lt l 'e r  orofâsGâ 
oy ;.eélfexlj. ànà if -e o lfe d »  of' èltteÀ''' paÿëMtal tiype ' 
dopèMirig;, on tlia ge-no'frype of the, mwlG'i .tA ite  xpiterod/ -  
Inlio-c’oniwHa'texî ûivlsioîva.: • .(hx.%he other tsand, a r i W - .' - f  „
paritheéiüm# deritec i from a îte.tete|'-yotio '■.j^y'Ot.opesitlieeiiiras, * -
i-ioiîld htxm a j-jareatal phenotype (oolqprleae'-or b lW ) ,  
tha aaoi b'f gutsh'-a pori'feheoii® e'^teid''again:'-teo o lth o r
oroseecl o r ae lïcâ  âeppntlite» bn t te  m a le-mî.cipiwîs', hut i f '  - 
se lffK l tho,y mupt te  o f -th e -oorrospoading gmiot'ypé, -1«8. tbo 
ss-ma genotype a.s the n w le i In'.'tKd .pÿo.t#e'r5,theol'«m* - "‘y--.,
î t ie-mm  o o n s i â e m t l o n ç - a s o e ' t e  doriipatihie''. -
"ï-oS'-
y': - te' ;■
yi'th tho o'bserviïsti01155 in o.te'ssesi-of tliè tÿ'ïse lil x hî '^imâ -
ml K &(« . ■ ’ ' ,  ':,. ' ,■ :
, ■ A 3)r(ybaiK;:'XItheoimm otmld, p.owaivably, te . ; -
hetar.oîœ-iï’jotio but with onîÿ one mieteiui.: of. oà© parental 
type and ail fch© others " of-'the. other '-paroàthl, type. -If '-n 
thifs s?in,®la iiwilete v/ere tlîe.'famille o'onfek'ihütl.on to the 
asoogenoiîs, hyphao," and _the%'of ore ' t<% ,all''the ' a'aol ^ and -If, 
in titkUltien the roala nnùleuë o'entsalbitted, t'Q. ,--i;h€ï-.s.î30.ogenoi?R 
hyptee ware of tho- saaio payenta]. type, ' the matgx'mal parts 
of tlio pQ'nitheoitiBi 'would hh'loft ,with aiielei' all of ,one ,-
'-%
aèol %muW a l l  bo. aolfod o f the 
ô tW r paren ta l type# . % 0 '.fa o t..tb a t per I t  boo of - th is  
type were not 'fo^md In  th iâ  In v es tig a tio n 'can  be explained, 
by aGBuming# ;a ith er th a t the nwâber o f female nucle i in  - 
the 'pwtoporithéclum  la  oonalderablo# or v-that- between' t W  
form ation of the p rim o rd lu & 'o f/th e  protoporltboo.ium and 
the'' t l im  '%#.en .thé - male nwleuè'" le  oôntribatod a l l  nuolel 
d iv id e  mim  or--more ^  ■ - ' -,. :
, ' ' ' ' . B U M # #  '' - '
. By n l t r o w  a o ld ô r  -l#
mutante o f tw o-klnde$. bluo'-'Wid :oolowloBp^ ' wofo obtained
typq'Wm rod'.%8008poree)o.
Pom' blue mut^mto-were located in  lin W ^ o  g%'Oup I I  w ith in
0.5 u n it  o f om  , /'Of the , ■ . ■
c o l o u r m u t a n t % f o u r  imre Ipoatqd ix% linkage g r o u p I / '
w ith in  1 u n it  of; one a n o t h e r us Bv&AoI @ and o w
In  lW m g e  % m b p y #  e I 4 ) . ; I n  d lp lù ld o  the ^
matante, were rooeeéivo*'' " - ■ Ooloarlaaa was a a iü ta tio  -to  - blue $ .
-:y ' ..te' 'te./: . : /' ' te_.... . ' ' ' .,"
' %. - . Id  oroamo.O'tehhea'o ohamote.r^'behavedae 'hion^autonomoao^^ 
both In'"the aWô8p6ro0'a3idXln'-%m aao i; ,a l l  thé asooopqron" 
of the asoi: ln.:.'ono' perltheelum  hà w e ll as tim  perlthecium"
-tetey
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wa’i l  wero o f tee. earn®, oo’io u r . ■ tvs. Gvomm.-tetweon 
styaifts’ having bXüQ" # ri# @ o ik  sïuî n^mim  with 
eolQiî'rieeô poritbeq ia ., .vetU blii® and ooiousltîss , ■ 
p e rlth e e ia  .fotmà} -Gaoh type oohld oGntain e ith e r  
O5?6b00# ox'/aeil't-K! psri^heo ie* 8eMeé,\.yed porithGCia 
were of -'QïtW r'.^reiital type hut 'âeifeé bluG-o» 
colouï’lesa. p e r lth ô o ia , alvways îmd # e  ooryosponding 
ganotjrpa. - " ' - ' ■ - -
" ,  ' ïhe-plienotype Of thG .pë'ÿi&hoeium (pëî'ithoolal 
w a il- îî-nci. a0eq?3poï’iïs).' '1b eoae'l.âoï'ecl to  be ■ile'feos.Trilrsod 
'by. the botâo"*' oï"'ftot’èyGÎ!®s?yo8ib' oonoti'i8«tioo>of ,the 
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Tabla 12» Looation of cl6 W  mexotlG analysis
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The data are tabulated only :Ui reepeot of the markers al6 
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IV i m m s a  usabm to mbizas aoeîmtb)
(4)
A^ eTiprgiX3f^ B Slâl&SIE g-^ ows on aootate as the sole carbon source 
and Is sensitive to fluoroaoetate© Strains resistant to F#A* v;ere 
selected, as described in chapter B© Borne of the resistant strains 
were imable to grow on a medium containing acetate as the sole carbon 
source (;f strains) © This was exactly as predicted by the theory of 
* two-way selection® discussed in chapter B©
In chapter 0 various methods for the selection of ®forward*-- 
mutants are describedg compared and discussed©
The ability of ^  strains to ’back**«mutate is described and 
diaoussed in chapter D©
Chapter E contains a dGseription of the i^rowth and characteristics 
of wild type and f_ strains on various media.
The formal genetics of some mutants g revert ants, and an 
enhancer mutant are described in chapter F, where it ie shown that 
the £ mutants occur at thxee unlinked loci©
Chapter C deals with complementation. The results of 
oomplomentation tests between^ mutants at different loci in the
- 51
txauB configurât ion Im heterokaryons and in heterozygous diploids 
are described© fhe Implioationa of the observation that all paire 
tested complement in the diploid and none in the heterok&iryon are 
discussed and some possible explanations put forward©
Finallyg In chapter Hg certain possibilities of the system 
and the findings are discussed©
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A general aTStera for the automatic selection of auxotrqphs 
from prctotro'phs and vice versa in mloro-^ organisms
The principles of a Hwo-*v;ay selection’ are outlined g and 
techniques for selecting fluoroaoetat© resistant mut^ mts axe described# 
Borne of the mtants were found to be unable to utilise acetate,
Studies on the ability o f some of the mmtants to revert are mentioned© 
This section is in the form of a paper published in ’‘Mature*^ ©
{RepriiUed from Nature, Vol. 195, No. 4845, pp. 959-961, 
September 8, 1962)
A GENERAL SYSTEM FOR THE 
AUTOMATIC SELECTION OF 
A U X O T R O PH S FROM PR O TO T R O PH S 
A N D  VICE VERSA IN MICRO­
ORGANISMS
By D. APIRION
Department of Genetics, University of Glasgow
IN  microbial genetics there have long been available techniques of high resolving power for the auto­
matic selection of ‘forward’-mutants, for example, in 
respect of resistance to d;;ugs  ^ and parasites^, and of 
‘back’-mutants, for example, from auxotrophy to 
p r o t o t r o p h y ® T h e  automation is based on estab­
lishing conditions such that cells of the parent strain 
— sensitive in the case of ‘forward’-mutation to drug 
resistance, and auxotrophic in the case of ‘back’- 
mutation to prototrophy— cannot grow while the 
‘foi'ward’-mutants, or the ‘back’-mutants, respec­
tively, do grow.
It has been obvious for a long time that it would be 
very useful to be able to apply some such automation 
to selection in both directions in one and the same 
system. Most of the systems in which selection in 
both directions is possible have, so far, been only 
partially successful, mainly because of inadequate 
resolvrpg power in either or both directions. To give 
a few examples : ( 1 ) M ethods based on visual selection 
(for example, colour or moi’phology of the colony, 
enzymatic or other colour reaction, type of plaque, 
etc.) do select in both directions, but with low resolv­
ing power in both. (2) Methods based on drug 
resistance^ or on host-parasite relations^*® or on 
reversion from auxotrophy®'^ have a high resolving 
power but only in one direction. (3) Methods based 
on gradual enrichment^ ® are not suitable for precise 
quantitative work. (4) Methods based on the fact 
that reversion from auxotrophy in respect of one 
growth factor sometimes involves mutation to 
auxotrophy in respect of another^®-^® are not suffici­
ently general.
The lack of a technique with high resolving power 
for the selection of mutants or recombinants in both 
directions in one system has been one of the main 
bottlenecks in genetic analysis at the intragenic level.
Fitî. I. «, X 10* cdoiiliu of a Htrain n f  Aspcrgilluis uidulang, Bcnsitive to lliioroacctatc, 
plaivd oil Huoroacetat^ medium (3 per ceut, see tex t): six resistant colonies have developed. 
About 20 per cent of the résistants so obtained are auxotrophic, th a t is, unable to utilize 
acetate as sole source of carbon, b. A x 10* conidia of a strain  resistant to fliioroacetate 
and unable to utilize acetJite, plated on medium with acetate as sole source of carbon: 
eight prototrophic colonies have developed
Y et, the principles on which some such technique 
could have been baaed have been well known for a 
long tim e, and it is surprising that they have not been 
applied deliberately. There are exam ples in which 
those principles have been accidentally or incidentally  
used'*, and others'® '* in which the results are likely  
to be interpret able on the basis o f these principles. 
The principles are the following : consider a toxic  
analogue .4' of a growth factor or m etabolite A.  
Kesistance to 4^' m ay— and often will— be based on 
failure to take up or further m etabolize A ' y and 
then'fore A.  R esistant m utants o f either type, 
that is, unable to take up or to utilize A,  will be 
auxotrophic for one or more m etabolites— for short, 
/f —which the normal strain synthesizes from A.  
Thus, on a medium containing A'  and B  (or a sub­
stance which can replace R), ‘forward'-mutants can 
be selected because they are resistant to A'  (and by 
hypothesis, auxotrophic for B). ‘B ack-m utants, 
capable of utilizing A  and sensitive to A'  can then  
bo selected in the usual way, that is, by inoculating  
the auxotrophs in the absence of B  but in the presence 
nf A .
These very obvious considerations show how wide 
1 he field of search can be for system s in which selection  
in both directions at high resolving power m ay be 
possible. There is no need to stress how useful this 
possibility is for a variety of purposes: fine recom­
bination analysis, specific m utagenesis at the intra-
cistron level, etc. The search for suitable systems can 
start either from sensitive wild-type strains, selecting 
from them auxotrophs by virtue of their resistance 
to an analogue, or from auxotrophic strains, selecting 
those which are resistant to an analogue of a 
metabolite coming before the block which causes 
the auxotrophy. Clearly, as resistance can be 
achieved in a number of ways— of which the inability 
to take up or metabolize the toxic substance is only 
one—we should expect neither every resistant to a 
toxic substance to be auxotrophic in respect of a 
metabolite related to that toxic substance, nor every 
auxotroph to be resistant to a toxic substance related 
to the growth factor required by it.
The following is an example of a system  of the 
first kind. It was based on selection of ‘forward’- 
mutants by means of their resistance to an analogue 
(fluoroacetic acid). Some of these resistant mutants 
are auxotrophic, and more precisely unable to utilize 
acetate as the only source of carbon. ‘Back’-mutants 
of these auxotrophic resistant mutants can bo selected 
by plating them on a medium with acetate as the only 
source of carbon.
Most Aspergillus nidulans strains can grow on 
acetate as the only source of carbon. For the purpose 
of the present work a medium of the following con­
stitution (per 1,000 ml.) was used: ammonium acetate, 
12 gm. ; sodium chloride, 2 gm. ; magnesium sulphate 
(7 HgO), 0-5 gm. ; potassium dihydrogen phosphate, 
3 gm. ; ferrous and zinc sulphate, traces ; agar, 
12 gm. ; pH  adjusted to 6*1 by ammonium hydroxide 
or hydrochloric acid.
Fluoroacetato at high concentration provohts the 
growth of most A. nidulans strains. The fluoroacetato 
medium used for obtaming resistant mutants was as 
follows (per 1,000 ml.): glucose, 5 gm .; sodium 
nitrate, 4 gm. ; j^otassium chloride, 1 gm. ; magnesium 
sulphate (7 HgO), 0-5 gm. ; potassium dihydrogon- 
phosphate, 3 gm .; ferrous and zinc sulphate, traces; 
fluoroacotic acid (technical), 30 gm. ; agar, 15 gm. ; 
pH  adjusted to 6*1 by concentrated ammonium  
hydroxide. On this medium sensitive strains do 
not grow, while resistant strains grow well (Fig. 1).
To select resistant mutants, suspensions of up to 
about 10® conidia/ml. from fluoroacetate-sensitive 
strains capable of utilizing acetate as the only source of 
carbon were spread in volumes of 0* 1-0*2 ml. on the 
surface of the fluoroacetato agar medium (25 ml./ 
dish). When mutagenic treatment was used, for 
example, nitrous acid'^, part of the suspension was 
treated before plating. After a few hours incubation 
a further thin layer of the same fliioroacetate medium  
(3-5 ml./dish) was poured on top. Resistant colonies
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T a b le  1 . Sin.KOTION OF ‘FORlYAItD’-M UTANTS ItESISTANT TO F lU O R O -
AOETIG ACID
T otal R esistant m utants:
Conidia conidia per 10“
ixp. Treatm ent per dish plated No. plated(X 10=) (X 10=) conidia
T None 30 30 0 0
300 300 0 0
3,000 0,000 1C 2-0
17,000 85,000 105 1-2
Total untreated 91,330 121 1-3
Nitrons
acid * 30 30 4 133
150 300 20 87
Total nitrous acid treated 330 30 01
IT None 5 5 0 0
50 50 0 0
500 500 2 4
5,000 5,000 6 1-2
10,000 10,000 11 1-1
15,555 19 1-2
* 7 m ill, in: N aNO , ( M 0 02) in bufTor acetate IT 4-4: survh
began to appear 3-4 days later, and by the sixth or 
seventh day they were isolated on a complex medium  
with glucose as the main carbon somce. These resis­
tant mutants were then tested for their ability to grow 
on acetate medium. Of the 30 resistant mutants 
obtained after nitrous acid treatment (Table 1) 6 
were also auxotrophic, that is, not able to grow on 
acetate as only source of carbon (Fig. 1), and required 
an alternative source, for example, succinate or 
glucose.
Back-mutants from these resistant auxotrophs 
wore selected by plating the conidia on medium with 
acetate as the only carbon soiu'co. Table 2 shows, as an 
example, the results of plating on such medium three 
different suspensions of untreated conidia from one 
resistant auxotrophic strain (/.lO). Of the 168 
back-mutants from this strain obtained in this way, 
24 were tested on fluoroacetic acid medium ; all were 
sensitive.
T a b le  2 .  S e l e c t io n  o f  S p o n t a n e o u s  ‘B a c k ’-M u t a n t s  a b l e  to  
UTILIZE A c e t a t e  a s  S o l e  Ca r b o n  S o u r c e  p r o m  o n e  ‘F o r w a r d '-
MUTANT ( / . Î 0 )  RESISTANT TO F l UOROAOETIC ACID AND UNABLE TO
UTILIZE A c e t a t e
Total Back m utants:
Conidia conidia per 10“
I'h'p. per disli plated No, plated(X 10“) (X 10“) conidia
I 45 135 19 0-14
II 120 240 112 0 47
in 00 180 37 0-20
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As expected, not all resistant auxotrophs back- 
mutate, and those which do so may back-mutate 
both in respect of the auxotrophy and of the resist­
ance, or only in respect of the auxotrophy. So far,
29 resistant auxotrophs of independent origin
have been tested for back-mutation (minimum per 
strain: 2 x 10® conidia). Of these, six did back-
mutate, and one of them back-mutated in respect
of the auxotrophy but remained resistant to fluoro- 
acetic acid.
This attempt in one specific case shows that the 
general principles mentioned at the beginning are 
valid and that forward and back selection, based on 
resistance determined by auxotrophy, is possible with 
high resolving power in both dneotions.
I thank Prof. G. Pontecorvo for guidance, Mr. 
E. Eorbes for advice and Dr. O. H. Siddiqi for a 
discussion which led to this work.
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Hebrew University of Jerusalem out of the Sir 
Maurice Bloch Fund.
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(o) Select ioïi aaâ of ’ f or ivarâ ® -mit amt s
A metabolite and Ita &malogü0  ^namely acetate and 
fluoroaoetat a ^ were used in the search for a ’two-way selection* 
system© First, an attempt was made to work out the system 
qualitativelyp and for this purpose conidia of a strain sensitive 
to F©A# were inoculated with a needle into F*A»M# Resistant 
sectors were isolated and some of them were found to he auxotrophic 
(unable to grow on A*11© - Fig#3)® fhis method of selection was 
possible because strains sensitive to F.A* grow to a very limited 
extent on F»A#M*, thus allowing the emergence of resistant sectors*
One of the objects of these Investigations was to establish 
a technique for the estimate of the proportion of mutant nuclei 
In a given population of conidia© As a *eeotoxl,ng® technique Is 
not suitable for this purpose^  various other methods were tried© 
Another interest was to determine what kinds of mutants are 
isolated under different selective conditions#
As £ strains were found to grow better on succinate medium 
than  ^strains (Part IVp E2oi)g an attempt was made to select ^  
mutants on various media containing combinations of glucose^  succinate 
and fluo*roacet at e ©
Five different methods were tested© In one method spores were
-  54 -
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ineubated in liquid aont aiming # while in the other four g
aporee vmre plated on various combinations of glucoseg and
eucoinate© The results obtained by each techniqueg and its 
suitability for estimating the proportion of mutant nuclei g are 
discussed in the following five seatlone©
As fluoroacetate was found to be poisonous for Aspergillus 
nidulans (Part XV« Ela) it was assumed that incubation of spores
■a|«rswrt>»3iiiu3#e!i*iiws!r  ^ f «
in medium containing F»A« as the sole carbon source would result in
the wild typo conidia, utilising it and dying# while mutant conidia
1'
(unable to utilise acetate) would survive© Hence# 10 conidia 
from the strain incubated in this medium (10^ /ml©)
in a* universal container# Samples were withdrawn at Intervals and 
plated on 0*M© for viability counts (Table 13)# After 16 days 
of incubation the contents were added to melted oooled O.M. and 
poured into Petri dishes# Thirty colonies were recovered# of 
which twonty-^ a^ight grew on A»M# while two did not © These two 
were found to be more resistant to F©A* than the parental strain 
S.3JJ2H2.19 vvers dsslgnaiied w 3 . 5 m M 5 l M  w|5£H2i5li2i«'
56«3» «f»
Table 13# Viability test of aonidja of the stra/in w3sjPOTo4 after 
Incubation in liquid B#M* 4 2*5^  F©A# at pH 6,5
Incubation
time in days
Ho« of
conidia
plated
Ho© of 
aolonies
Pereentage 
of viable 
conidia
0 350 384 109.71
s 2,000 332 16.60
3 1,000 129 12.90
4 1,000 97 9 .70
5 1,000 63 6,30
6 1,000 40 4.00
T 10,000 60 0.60
8 10,000 18 0.18
10 100,000 ;15 0.015
12 100,000 11 0.011
Estimate from haeniocytometer counts
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Beoauae of the length of time required for the selectivo elimination 
of the sensitive conidia# this technique was not further used#
2) Sandwiching conidia in fluoroacetato mediim
As résistant sectors were obtained from point inoculation of 
oonidia of strains sensitive to F#A* into F#A©M©# conidia of 
sensitive strains were plated on the same medium to discover whether 
or not isol8.ted mutant conidia would develop into colonies under 
these conditions# (The medium# technique# and results ore described 
in Part XV# B©) In further work the percentage of F.A. v/as increased 
from 3^ to 4^ © The results obtained are presented in Table 14©
Most of the resistant mutants could utilise acetate which is in 
agreement with results previously obtained (Part IV# B)# This 
technique was not completely satisfactory for estimating the 
frequency of mutant (^ ) to non-'^ mutant (^ ' ) nuclei in a given 
population of spores# as shown by a reoonetruotion experiment 
(Table 15)#
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Table 14# Seleotion of spontaneous ’forward’-''mut ant a résistant to F.A,
dating conidia of the strain "bi1 on F#A©Mo
Expert» lo# of
Total Resistant mutants 
conidia
ment^ ' per dish 
(xIO^ )
plated
(x10^)
lo. per 10 
plated 
oonldla
1 18 36 8 0.22
2 40 120 38 0.32
3 'l5 30 3 0.10
4 21 42 21 0.50
5 19.5 39 19 0,49
6 20 40 11 0.27
7 16 32 IT 0 .53
8 IT 34 2 0.06
9 20 40 12 0.30
10 17,5 35 10 0.29
11 20 40 9 0.22
12 18 36 8 0,22
13 16 32 10 0.31
14 17 34 12 0.35
15 14 42 6 0.14
Ho# of resist­
ant mutants 
tested for 
auxotrophy
4
25
3
T
7
8
5 
5
BTo* of 
auxo­
trophs
2
1
2
1
0
0
2
1
2
0
2
1
2
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Table 14 ooaiintied
16 25 50 6 0.12 3 0
n 25 50 27 0.54 10 1
18 22 44 5 0.11 5 0
19 24 48 11 0.23 9 0
20 21 42 39 Oi?3 10 0
21 23 46 9 0.20 9 4
22 25 50 2B 0*56 10 5
The experiment denotes hatohes of oonidla of different origin 
(Part IXÿ 4)0
In this table as well as in other tables of this chapter this 
nmiaber is a minimum level for amtotrophio mutants ^ as the 
resistant mutants were transferred to OtM* and tested for 
auxtroplur without any further purification a The fact that the 
vast majority of the resistant mutants were pro hot rophio cannot 
be attributed to contamination with wild type oonidia^ since 
the prototroph resistant mutants obtained differ in appeax'eaioe 
from wild type on acetate medium and grow less well#
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Table 15. Hsoonatniotioa experiment for ’forward' seleotion of f
mutants by eandwioMng ooniclla in F.A*M.
Foâ# 3^  glucose 0«5/S
]^o« of oonidla 
per dish
y ; pyr o4 w3 ; t?yro4 ; f 3 
(zio^ )
Total oonldia plated Mo# of 
resistant Colonies
y;pyro4 w35pyro4?f3 y;pyro4 w3§pyro4^ f3 
(xIO^) f & fa*'
0.01
0.5
1
10
7
7
7
7
0*04
2
28
28
28
40
0
3
4 
9
23
21
12
2
-M"
f := resistant to fluoroaoetate unable to utilise acetate 
fa resistant to fluoroaoetate able to utilise acetate
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3) Sandwiching oonidla in suooinate mediumr | iiMiriii'i ii(iiiii|ii IT ‘ in I 'ÉfîTil 'in^ ’^flr• In~ ~i~r~t* —rtr'^-r— m -^ r-v^ n-ini ii*m' ni r ir f — i"'H 
3) Sandwiching oonidla in eucoinate mediumr | iiMiriii'i i(iiiii|ii IT ‘ in I 'ÉfîTil 'in^ ’^flr• In~ i7f ~i~r~t* —rtr'^-r— m -^ r-v^ n-ini ii*m' ni r ir f — i"'H 
Oonidla of the strains and pabal were plated on dishes 
containing SoM.^  after 3-5 hours? a top layer of 4-6 ml# of S#Mo 
was added» The dishes were examined after four days# In this v;&iy 
rapidly growing colonies on S#M« were selected (Table 15)* (Strains 
of Asperg:! 1 lus nidulans grow very slowly on S#M. Part IF? BSoio)
Tivo morphologioally different types of colonies were distinguished 
among those selected; on© type of colony grew compactly while the 
other grew in a spidery fashion on S*M$ Colonies of both types 
wore isolated and tested for resistance to F*A« and for ability to
utilise acetate® All the 35 compact type colonies tested ware
eensitlve to P.A, and utilised acetate? while all the spidery type 
colonies were resistant to PoA* Among IT colonies of the latter
type? two utilised acetate and 15 did not.
As this method yielded predominantly mutants sensitive to F*A, 
it was not further investigated.
4) Sandwiohingof oonidla between fluoroaoetate medium and succinate
fluoroaoetate medium
Oonidla from the strain pa^ al were spread on P,A,M, (F,A# 4^,
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Table 16.
oonidla on euooinato madiimi
Strain
Mo* of
oonidla 
per clish
(zlO^ )
Total
Gonldia
plated
(%10^ )
Mo* of 
oompaot
colonies
lOè of 
spidery 
colonies
Moe of 
compact 
colonies
per 10^
plated
conidia
Mo# of
spidery 
colonies 
per 10^  
plated 
oonidla
bi1 60 27 14 0*45 0.23
pabal 3*8 3*8 8 2.10 0,79
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gluoos© 1$) and covered with S,F,A*Mo After s ix  days of inoubation? 
resistant colonies arose (Table 17)« Of 36 resistant, colonies 
tested? two utilised ao©t.ate? while 34 did not. This technique was 
not further investigated because the mutants obtained were found to 
differ considerably from the ^  mutants isolated by other methods 
(e©0 Part XV? B2©),
5) Sandwiohing oonidla between Buooinate medium and suoolnate
fluoroacsetat e medium
As £ strains grow better than ^  strains on 8.M. (see Pert XV? 
B2oi)? attempts were made to combine the two oharaoteristioG of ^  
mutants? -resistance to F«A, end rapid growth on suooinatov? for 
selection of *forward’-mtants« However? when oonidla were plated 
on 8all, containing FoA. no resistmxt colonies arose even when very 
low oonoentratlons of F.A» were used » Also? strains inoculated 
into such a medium failed to grow. However? young f colonies on 
B.Mo in contact with F,A, continued to grow while young colonies 
were inhibited? (this was found by using the technique described in 
Part Up 5o). Therefore? oonidla of a strain sensitive to F.A. 
were plated in a top layer on top of S.M.? incubated overnight? and 
then covered with S.F.A.M. Résistant colonies arose after 4-6 days
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Table 17, Selection of fluoroaoetate resistant mutants h j p3.atii'ig oonidla
of_.,. _. 0 Bt3...... apal on B'.a.îiî. plus SoF.A.M.
Wo# of oonidla 
per dish
(xIO®)
Total oonldia 
plated
(xIO^)
Resistant mutants
Mo* per 10^
plated oonidla
2*5 20 77 3*8
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(Table 18) o The majority of resistant mutants teeted (86 out of 
89) failed to utilise acetate and were resistant on F.A.M# The 
throe colonies that utilised aoetat© may have boon leaky mutants.
The effioienoy of this technique was tested by means of a 
reconstruction experiment (Table I9) and was found satisfactory as 
the’Grigg effect* (Grigg? 1952) was almost negligible up to 10^ ? 
conldia per dish*
Oonidla of the strain bi1 were treated with nitrous aoid 
(0*02 M* for fifteen minutes? survival about 2*3/?)# The acnidia 
were plated in dishes containing 0*M. to give 30-50 colonies per 
dish? and replicated on A,M* (Roberts? 1959)* Of about two thousand 
colonies tested in this way two acetate non utilising mutants were 
found (Dolesllova? unpublished results)* One of these two was 
found to be resistant to F*A* while the other was sensitive*
Thus there are strains with all the four possible combinations 
of phenotypes with regard to ability to grov/ on acetate and 
resistance to fluoroaoetateg
a) Wild type? i.e* able to grow on acetate (A.M*) as the sole
carbon source but sensitive to
b) strains which can grow on A*iU and are resistant to F.A*
designated ^
o) a strain which cannot grow on A*M* and isensitive to 
designatedV hoe
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Table 18* Bel© et ion^  jpf luoro aqet at e r e s let ant ant o
oonidla of the strain Ml between S*M* and
Experiment
Ho* of 
oonidla 
per dish
(zlO^ ;
Total Oonidla 
plated
(xIO^ )
Resistant mutants
Wo. per 10 
plated 
oonldia
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
10
7.5
2.5 
20
6
12
3.5 
8
30
15
10
60
12
24
7
24
18
21
9
31
17
93
13
46
0.6
1.4
0.9
0.52
1.42
3.87
1.86
1.92
9
Sea first foot note in Table 14.
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Table 19o Reconstruction experiment for the 'forward* eelection ofltn£3)teia»ga*r«:rt^rfpfrT#a>-AWK«ag3giM»a7arigattacea-=Ta*aaiy-if^j*jsM^gM»££»g;b>^»ttfÿyaM» 3^^ ^
mutante W  e^ idwiohing aonidia between B J&* and,
Mo, of oonldia Total oonidla plated Mo# of
per diah resistant colonies
y;pyro4 w3;pyro4;f3 y;pyro4 w3gpyro4;f3 y;pyro4;f v;3;pyro4;f3
(%10^ ) (%10*)
0*01 5 0*05 25 0 22
0*4 5 2 25 2 28
1 5 9 25 4 29
10 5 50 25 3Î 21
30 5 150 25 84 15
100 5 500 25 78 6
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d) Btralns which cannot grow on ? and are resistant to F*A* 
designated fo
It is to be noted that all the mut mit s which were tested 
grev/ less well on A#M* than the strains from which they were derived.
The origin? method of isolation and designation of all the 
mutant strains which have been isolated during the ooux^ se of this 
work? by means of the various techniques are given in Table 20*
Of all the various methods used for isolation of mutants? only 
three appeared suitable for the development of a 'two-way selection* 
system* As one of these methods (sandwiching between and
S#F*A#M«) seemed to select mutants differing in phenotype from the 
mutants selected by the other techniques (Part IV? E2e)? there 
remained only two techniques to be analysed thoroughly*
The first of these? selection of mutants by saiidv/iohlng oonidla 
in F.A#M*? appeared at first quite suitable? but further examination 
revealed a *Crigg effect* at plating densities of 10^  or more oonldia 
per dish (Table 15), The second technique? on the other hand? 
showed a 'Grigg effect® only at or above 10 oonldia per dish (Table Ig)* 
Considering that resistant mutants selected by the first technique 
ere mainly prototrophic (fa)? while resistant mutants selected by 
the second technique are mainly auxotrophic? the difference in these 
two techniques for selection of f mutants becomes substantial.
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Table 20® Origin and dosi/mation of f  and fa mutants
resistant to F#A» unable to utilise aoootato 
fa resistant to F.A# able to utillKO acetate
Parent strain 
Symbol treated Mutagen Method of isolation
f1
f2
f3
f4
f6
f7
f8
f9
f10
f11
f12
f13
f14
f15
fl6
f17
bil
\v3;pyro4 
w3;pyro4 
bil;w3 
bil
bil;w2 
bil;w2 
bil 
bil
bi1;w2
bi1 ;w2
y bi1 
bil p i2
bi1;w2 
bi1;w2
bil;w2
none Sandwiching in 
sectoring on
M,A,
none
M
M.A.
none 
H * A 0 
w
none
o
sandwiching* in F.AoM# 
sectoring on F*A,M,
saïidwiGhing in
fl8 bil t
Table 20 continued
f19 M l n o n e sandwiching
£20 bil II te
fg1 M l It tt
f22 M l # t
f23 M l It
f24 M l ÎÎ te
f26 M l # tî
f27 M l U It
f28 M l n tt
f29 M l IÎ t
f30 M l te tt
f31 bil fï te
f3S M l et e
f33 bil tt ee
f34 bil tî ti
m bil tt tt
f36 bil t te
f38 bil tî
f39 bil t tî
f40 bil tt te
f41 bi1 II ft
Table 20 oontinued
Its* 71
U 3 M l m.A. eandwiohing in
f51 M l I replioa plating
flOl w3gpyro4 none incuhation in liquid f.A,
f102 w3|pyro4 ÎÎ It
f201 pabal es eandwiohlng between F*/uFu
f301 bil «Ï sandvjiching between 8*M, &
f302 bil Î» tt
f303 M l Î It
f305 M l IÎ It
f306 M l u It
f307 M l It 9?
f308 M l n It
f309 M l n tt
1'401 M l tî sandwiching in SJI,
f402 M l es If
f403 M l tt It
f404 M l (Î tt
fa1 y M l It aandwiohing in
fa2 y bil It ft
fa3 y bil tï ft
fa4 bil # sectoring o n
72#ï> I ta: ^
Table 20 continued
bil none Beotoring on F * A * M o
fa6 bil H Bandv/iohing in
fa? bil 11 II
fa8 bil 19 II
fag bil II II
falO bil II II
fall bl1 II tî
fai 2 bil VI II
fai 3 bil II tî
fai 4 bil II tî
fai 5 bi1 II 11
fai 6 bil II tt
fai 7 bil II tt
fai 8 bil 11 II
î%
Furthermore the'SoM, plus ® technique is cheaper emd lees
dangcrouo to use as the quantities of F#A* used are much less than 
in the F#A#M* technique, Thus the ®S,M, plus B.FoA.M,* technique 
seems the obvious choice for further work.
It is of note that the £ mutants vary considerably in their 
degree of resistance to F*A, Mutante isolated by incubation in 
liquid B,M# t FeA, (Part IV? 01) and hy use of the plus 
B#F.A*M,' technique are smong the least resistant•
Mutants requiring* acetate and mutants unable to grow on 
acetate as the sole carbon source are not very common in the 
literature# Those requiring acetate are known to occur in 
Aspergillus nidulana (Kafer? unpublished) and Heuroepora orassa 
(Lein et al,, 1951)? whilst mutants probably unable to grow on 
aoetat© as the sole carbon source have been studied in Escherichia 
Goli by Gilvarg and Davis (1956) and by Reeves and Ajl (I962),
74KK* f
1) The combinat ion of resistance and auxotrophy waa achieved by
using the metabolic analogue fluoroaoetate,
2) ?ariouB techniques for the isolation of mutants résistant to
3)\Ao and unable to utilise acetate were tried,
3) SEindwiehing conldia between a basal layer of 3*M* and an upper
layer of proved to be the best technique for a 'two-
way selection®,using fluoroacetate,among those tried#
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(ïï) Sgleoliion and isolation of ''baok'-rautanta
For thù dôteotion of ''baok'-mutants? oonidla from £  strains 
v/ere embedded in A*M# plus the necessary growth factor requirements ? 
and the dishes wore scored after 3-5 dsys# Results are presented 
in Table 21# As expected? not all resistant uuxotropho 'back'- 
mutated? and those which did so miglit have 'back'-mutated in 
respect of the auxotropîiy and the resistance? or only in respect 
of the auxotropliy. From forty-four ^  mutants tested for 'back*- 
mutation only thirteen 'back'-mutated spontaneously (Table 21).
'Back'-mutants of eight of these thirteen mutants were also tested 
for resistance to F,A,, ^md while all of the 'back'-mutants of seven 
of those strains v/ero found to bo sensitive to F.A,? all the 
'back'«mutants of one strain (f3) remained resistant to A* (Table 21),
On the basis of growth on Afi, ? two types of 'back'-mutants 
are observed; 'back'-mutants forming large colonies, and 'back'«mutants 
forming small colonies (even the larger type of colony is slightly 
smaller than ? m à  different in its growth %)attern from? the wild 
type strains on A,M,)« The 'back'-mutants of each mutant foil 
into one of these two categories? with the exception of the 'baok'- 
mutants of the strains bil f307 imd bil f309 which fell into both 
categories*
There seems to be an inverse correlation between the frequency
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Table 21 <> Selection of apontansoua 'bEiok'-mutanta able to utllisse
acetate as solo carbon souroo from forward f mutants 
resistant to F#/u and unable to utilise acetate
No# of Total Back mutants Back mutants
f mutamt 
tested
oonidla 
.per dish
(xIO^)
oonidla
plated
(xIO^)
No,
6
per 10 
plated 
oonidla
tested for 
resistance to F.A*
No, tested No, resistant
f1 40 380 0 0
f2 15 15 8 0*53 8 0
f3 21 84 12 0,14 12 12
f3 15 60 19 0,32 19 19
f4 20 80 0 0
f4 50 1,000 0 0
f4 60 600 0 0
f4 80 1,200 0 0
f6 60 240 0 0
f7 35 280 0 0
f8 25 200 117 0.58 52 0
f9 50 300 0 0
flO 40 320 164 0*51 52 0
f11 35 320 0 0
f12 45 225 0 0
f13 50 300 0 0
f14 45 340 0 0
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Table 21 oontinued
f15 35 280 0 0
f16 50 500 0 0
f17 75 375 0 0
fis 48 288 0 0
f19 70 350 0 0
f20 64 448 0 0
f21 30 270 0 0
f22 25 250 0 0
f23 45 360 0 0
f24 55 275 0 0
f26 35 350 0 0
f27 65 260 0 0
faS 70 280 68 0,24
f29 65 325 0 0
f30 80 320 0 0
f31 75 300 0 0
•f32 50 200 0 0
f33 50 200 4 0,02
f34 40 320 Ô 0
f35 35 210 a 0,0095
f36 50 300 0 0
7 8
Tabl© 21 continued
fioi 35 70 1 0.014 1 0
fioi 45 225 3 0,013 3 0
f101 35 70 2 0.029 2 0
f102 15 30 24 0.8 — -
floa 25 100 43 0.43 -
f102 30 240 95 0.39 —
f301 50 250 236 0.94 - —
f302 60 240 0 0 0 0
f303 60 300 0 0 0 0
f305 45 225 3 0.01 3 0
f306 45 270 0 0 0 0
f307 60 300 448 1.49 15 0
f307 20 40 85 2.12 6 0
f307 15 30 51 1.70 —
f303 55 220 0 0 0 0
fSOg 60 240 8 0,03 4 0
f309 100 400 51 0.13 6 0
f309 100 400 18 0.04 12 0
K‘
Where the same mutant is given more than once? the oonldia
for ©aoh ©xporlment were of Independent origin (Fart XI? 4), 
Two very diatlnot types among the revertants§ large and small 
colonies on acetate meditmu
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of '“baolc*-mutants and their si bo, Mut^ mta which revert with a low 
frequency give 'hack'-imtants whioh produce large colonies (f33«
£à2.i> fIQt and f305), while mutants which revert with a high frequency 
produce small ooXonies (f2? f3, f8? flQ? f 28 , f 102, and f30t).
Again? among the revertants of fjQ7 and where two Glasses of
sis© of colonies are found ? the small outnumber the large by about 
five to one,
This might be explained by assuming two different meohanisms 
for the origin of small and large 'back'-mutmits; the small might 
arise by ©xtra-oistron suppressors while the large might arise 
by intra-oistron suppressors? or be genuine 'back'—mutants# 
Xntra-eistron suppressed mutants are expected to resemble the 
original state more than extra-cistron suppressed mutants? since 
only in the first case is the original function of the affected 
oistron supposed to be repaired. As such a repair is possible 
only by mutations in certain sites of the affected oistron? while 
in the other case mutation of any site in a cistron will probably 
repair the original metabolic effect? it is expected that 'forward*- 
mutants which can revert by extra-cistron suppressors do so more 
frequently than those which revert by intra-cistron suppressors#
As previously mentioned? most of the £ mutants failed to 
'back'-mutate spontaneously# That this is a genuine failure of 
'back'-mutation and not merely a failure of detection of 'back*-
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mutants under the conditions of the test is indicated by the fact 
that nitrous aoid is an effective mutagen for reversion in this 
sy{3tem (Table 22),
Whereas mutagens applied to spores just before x)lating may be 
effective in inducing 'forward'-mutation (which probably entails 
a loss of function)? the same mutagens may appear to be ineffective i n  
inducing ' back ' -rmt at ion (which probably entails recovery of a lost 
function or gain of a new function) because of the lag between 
mutation induction and expression? which may require a number of 
divisions of the mutated nucleus (Auerbach? 1951)® In the case 
of the £ mutants? which are capable of growing slightly on A,M,
(Part IV? E2a) a mutation induced In a oonidiutm might go through 
the nuclear divisions necessary for mutation axx^ resslon*
It is interesting to note that the vast majority of mutants 
whioh were selected by sandwiching of oonidla in FaA.M, did not 
revert? while among the mutants isolated by sectoring of sensitive 
colonies on or by incubating conldia sensitive to F,A# in
liquid plus F.A,? or by sandwiching oonidla in 3,1# plus SoF.A.M,?
a good proportion did revert, The mutants isolated are designated 
by ^  together with the number of the ^  allele from which they 
originated (Table 23)#
As in the case of the 'forward'-selections? an experiment 
was designed to test for the 'Grigg effect' (Table 24), From this
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Table 22. Seleotion of ’baok’“mutants able to utilise acetate
as sole carbon source from 'forward* f mutants after
*jgi>gafh;>»Tï<»y T*»rtgn#g.fc»»air^CBatgar®#fc3mai4»3W.t=?Aîra-‘»y»»#,;»*c:yc»tKî»«atetfi<M»Trf»Vft1kwt^^
treatment of oonidla with nitrous £icid
f imtant 
tested
Treatment
No* of 
Oonidla
per dis]
6
Total
oonldia
Xîlated
Back mutants
No. per 10^  
plated 
oonidla
f101
none
nitrous aoid
70
4
280
32 24
0*01
0.75
f4
none
nitrous aoid
30
5
300
40
H.A* 0,0145M® 10 minutes? survival 58'^
N,A@ 0.0145M, 10 minutes? survival 51;»
Tablo 230 Origin and désignation of reverse mutants able to utilise
acetate aa sole carbon oouroo
All revertants were isolated after embedding oonldia in aoetate medium
Sjrrabol 
of suppressor mutant strain used Mutagen
b1-f3
b1»f8
b2-f8
bl-flO
b2-f10
b1™f101
b2-f101
b3“f101
b4-f101
b5-f101
b1-f108
b2-f102
b3~f102
b1-f301
bi-f305
b1-f307
b2-f307
b1~f309
b2-f309
w35pyro4?f3
bi1pw2jf8
bi1§w2;f8
bllgflO
bi1|f10
w35pyro4§f101
w35pyro4jf101
w3;pyro4;f101
w35pyro4|f101
v/SspyrodjflOl
w3ppyro45f102
#3;pyro4;f102
w3;pyro4;f102
bilIf301
bilIf305
bil5f307 
bilîf307 
biljf309 
bi1;f309
none
H.A.
none
none
n
n
«1
tt
fj
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Table 24, Reoqnetruoti experiment for *baok*-mutâtionÎ-
Ho. of oonidla 
per dlBh
y;pyro4 w3gpyro4;f3
10 0.005
10 0.05
10 0 .5
10 5
10 50
10 100
Total conldia plated 
y ; pyr o4 v/3 ; pyro4 5 f 3
Prototrophic colonies 
y ; pyro4 v/3 ; pyro4 ; f 3 ;b-f 3
(xio®)
60 0.03 71 0
60 0.3 58 0
60 3 63 0
60 30 52 8
60 300 69 65
60 600 48 82
Oonidla of a strain (y§pyro4) able to grow on acetate 
medium and oonidla of a strain (w3%J2yrq,4sQ) unable to 
grow on acetate medium wore mxed in different proportions 
and embedded in acetate medium.
tablep in whieh the embedding teohnique was used>it earn bo seen that
8fev/ wild type spores grew out of 10 mutant spores and that this
BolGQtlon method is -effloient up to a plating density of about 
75 X 10 oonidla per dish#
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1) Rsvertarrts able to utlllae acetate were selected from various
£ Mit ant Be
2) Most of the :C mutants tested did not revert^  amd this failure is
thought to ho genuine #
3) The ability of * forward^  mutants to revert depended on the
method of their isolation* There was an inverse qorrolation 
between the frequonoy of reversion of ^  forward mutants and 
the siBG of the revertant oolonies#
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(B) Oharaoteriatioa of wild type and of mutaata
a) Oompetitiv© Inhibition between fluoroacetat© and various oearbon
An au%ano£TaphiD test for carbon sources was made with conidla 
of the strain w^g (^ bout 10 oonidla per dish were embedded in
BoE#)c Two holes were made in the B#M<j approximately one Inch
apart* One was filled with a solution of FoA* (5‘^) adjusted to
pH 6 «5 with and the other with a solution of the carbon
source (lOfC)# The carbon sources tested were acetate^  glucose^  
fructose^  sucrose and lactose, all of which support the growth of 
MlS.gjSi.Llm (RotetSj 1961)» The growth of the strain
w3,^ pyro4 on these carbon sources was found to be inîiibited by F.A,, 
and the inhibition seemed to bo competitive since the boundary 
between the aone of growth and the gone of inhibition appeared as 
a straight line (Pontecorvog I949)*
Oorapetiti?© inhibition between fluoroacetate and the sources 
tested might be accounted for in two ways* All the carbon sources 
tested are known to be de^ r^aded to acetate via glycolysis and the 
competition may arise between acetate and fluoroaoetate; alternatively^
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they may all b© converted to some other oonmion derivative such as 
Citrate, where again the fXuoroanalogue might act competitively.
It v/as shown that when maïiimale are fed with they synthesize
from it fluorooitrat© and this metabolite was shown to impair 
the functioning of the enzyme aconitase (Morrison and Peters, 1954)
b) Growth of Aspergillus nidulans on acetate as the sole Ocirbon source
Suitable growth conditions were found by using auxanographic 
techniques* A viability test of oonidla of the strain y/3/>pyro4 
on 0,M* and on A*l* did not reveal differences* In most organisms 
studied (iCornborg and Klsden, 19^ 1) growth on acetate necessitates 
the operation of the ’glyoxallo cycle’ and involves the induction 
of at least one on^me, isooitrltase, which is inhibited and 
repressed by Vctrious carbon sources including succinate* The 
compounds citrate tmd succinate are poor carbon sources for 
Aspergillus nidulans and inhibit its growth on A,M. Attempts were
■■ 4
made, therefore, to select mutants which overcame this inhibition 
by adding to A*M, citrate (0*4^ 0 o r succinate (0*2^ 9, oonoentrations 
which inhibit growth on A*Mo completely* In each case about 10^  
oonidia of the strain bi£ were tested but no mutant colony which 
overcame this inhibition was recovered*
The growth of ^  strains (fluoroacetate resistant, utilizing
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acetate) on acetate medium is more severely affected by citrate or 
succinate than that of wild type strains « Oonoentrations of 0,2^  
citrate or 0*1^ , succinate allow growth of wild type strains on 
A*Ma but not of ^  strains* This information could widen the 
application of the Hwo=*v;ay selection* technique, using F * A*, to 
more loci»
Growth on acetate was not only sensitive to various carbon 
source inhibitions but also to certain genotypic interactions*
The growth of strains carrying the mutants lysg * ad 1 <, ad23 @ orn9 and 
was reduced to vtirying degrees * Hone of the vitamin- 
requiring or sugar mutant strains which wore tested were found to 
bo affected in this Vi^ay; nor were all of the amino acid and adenine 
mutant strains affected*
Mycoliuin of strains grown on 0*Mo or M*M» when transferred 
to A*Mo failed to grow* This was also the case when mycelium of 
resistant strains (^) was transferred from F*A.*Mo to A«M*
Therefore, all transfers v;ero made as far as possible via oonidia, 
or from one medium through OoM* to another medium « Especially 
interesting in this context is the phenomenon that many colonies 
resistant to F,A.,which arose after plating oonidia on F«A*M*,v;hon 
transferred to 0*Fu developed oonidia which failed to grow on A*M« 
However j, aft ex* one more transfer through CoM* their oonidia did 
grow on aoetatoo This is akin to adaptation which is 'memorised* 
for ono vegetative generation during which fa strains mimic f strains 
completely*
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2) f mutants
a) Residual growth on aoetate
All f mutants isolated show some degree of growth on A,M* 
and vary from one another in this respect * This residual growth 
is due to utilisation of aoetate and not to utilization of 
impurities in the agar or of the agar itself as a carbon souroo, 
sinoe sparse residual growth of _f mutants is also observed in 
liquid A*M* This residual growth could be due to ’leakiness* of 
the mutants, or, if they are non-**leiicy*, to the existence of a 
different and inefficient pcithv/ay for the utilization of acetate 
other thcui that which is blocked by the mutants* The fact that 
all of the ^  mutayjtts obtained are ’loaky’ can bo taken as we ale 
evidence supportin,g the second possibility, tmd, if this is the case, 
then the variability of growth on acetate of the mutants, above 
the basic level attributable to the alternative pathway, could bo 
duo to Véarying degrees of ’leakiness*.
Some of the more ’leaky* mutants ore loss resistant to 
a correlation whioh is expected from the hyiiothesis for the mechanism 
of resistance to described in Port IV, B,
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b) The ^roline effect*
An attempt was made to discover whether or not the inability 
of the mutante to grow on aoetate as the sole oaxbon source could 
be circumvented. For this purpose various growth factors were 
tested auxcinographioally on A.M. using oonidia of the strain 
v/3gpyro4gf 101. The strain responded to oasoin hydrolysate and, 
when tested with individual amino acids, responded to proline and 
glutamate (glutamate and prolino are intorchcuigeable in the 
metabolic pathways of various organisms). The response of £ 
strains to proline seemed to be quantitatively related to the 
amount of prolino added. However, it is not merely utilization 
of prolino as a carbon source for a cleat' * sparing effect* was 
seen when proline and acetate were tested amcanographioally on 
the Same dish. It is more likely that proline activates the 
alternative inefficient pathway for aoetate utilization^ montioned 
in the previous section,rather than repairs the metabolio lesion 
impaired by an f mutation. This x>honomonon can, however, bo 
successfully used in analysis of crosses. By plating spores of 
an f strain on A.M. plusbproline: 0*02^ , colonies are obtained which 
Gtm easily bo distinguished from f^  colonies (Fig.4).
The viability of oonidia of £ strains on A.M. plus proline
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Figure 4
Growth of f and oolonie? on aoetate medium & nroline
X
Note I the three larger colonies are
The medium oontains 0.02^ L-proline.
ge A.
1b oompm'ablo to tholr viability on OoM* All tho etrains tooted, 
exoopt f20l cmd oolooted in a aiiailar manner (P*AoM« piuo
"I' *sSJ»'^ S»ra>
o^FoAoMo* Part T\îp 04), ohowod the * prollne of foot*.
On the assumption that prolino eomohow enahlad aootato molooulon 
to enter tho oell or allows thorn to partioipato in tlie motahollam 
of the ^  mutants, it wan predicted that it might have tho oiimo 
ef-foot on f, mat ante when they are grown on F.i.M.p thoroby rendering 
thorn Donoitiv©. Eonoo prolino %*im added to end the strains
osrryiog ono of the mutante flnféèflQftfgp. roopeotivoly, tooted*
All of them remained resistant just m  In the aboonoe of prolino.
This, however, does not rulo out the role of* prollEo an suggeoted 
above aa usually only aoetate and prolino wore prooont in the 
medium, v/bi.'le In this ease FtA** prolino and gXmoorio wore prooent, 
and gluoooo might inaotivato the pathway through whioh prolino 
m tw tn  its actiono
^ mutante heoomo eonaitivo to F.a* by Interactions of other 
gonoa* _f strains Oarrying the mutaarfss or
were found to 'bo aonsitive to F.A.
0) f mutants cu\d intomoÂij:Æoü of the ICreha® qyolo
Aa metabolism of aootate la intimately related to the ICrobt^*
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oyole, an attempt was mmle to compare growth of ^  strains cind wild 
type strains on metabolites of this ©yoleo
1) Suooimto
Wild type strains of Aspergillus nidulans grow very poorly 
on Guooinate (3.M.) as the sole oarhon souroe and on other 
metabolites of the Krebs* cyole suoh as furaarate or mal ate* 
However, £ mutants utilise suoeinate, fumarate and mal ate as sole 
carbon sources muoh better than the wild type strains (suoolnate 
was used extensively during this work)* The difference in 
utilisation of sucolnate is so great that it oan be used as a 
routine for scoring progeny of crosses in whioh ^  mutants are 
involved (FigoS)* All ^  st3?ainB tested showed this phenomenon 
while none of the fa strains did*
Among the _f mutants two groups oan bo distinguished on the 
basis of intensity of growth on B.M* after incubation for 4-5 days 
This gî?ouping might prove to bo significant, and might identify 
alleles of one oistron, as is soon in Port IV, F1a)o As yet, £ 
mutants caonot be grouped on any other phenotypic criterion*
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3L)
mutant strains were fomid to be more Inliibited by malonate than 
an t '  atraiuo On B*M# containing Tfo malonio aoid anà Vji BL«mali0 acid 
pH 4 adjusted by lE^ OH, the strains uabat grew well while the strains 
Z; llOj ^  fjJDg, were oomplotely inhibited
(those three strains were chosen to represent three loci (Part IV, Fla)*
ill ) Oismaconitic acid
On ciB*-aoonltic aolcl (B.M#, cis^ aconitic acid pH 5? adjusted
t)y St£-alïi8 JîSM. &“ I I )  SSÈÊâs sâ.1 £121 aaâ m W .§ m â
ail grew very poorly but to approximately the same extent.
d) Fatty acids as the sole carbon aouroe for f and strains
As conversion of aoetate and fatty acids to an anhydride with GoA 
(ooenzyme A) might involve the sarae an^ y^aies, strains w^ ; M S A
were tested auxanographioally on B.M. for ability to 
Utilize propionate and butyrate (pH 6#5, adjusted by HH^ OH)* While both 
strains failed to respond to propionate, w^ ; pyro4 responded elightly to 
buiyrate but the strain pyro4r> ^  failed to do so*
®) Sm,
What is the actual block in the ^  mutants, or what is the 
difference between f and f ^ strains? Hone of the growth tests
«K» 9^
on various media suoooeded in revealing qualitative differences 
among the £ mutants although they map at three distinct loci (Part IV, PI a) 
Thus their similar behaviour suggest a that they all may be defective in 
the sgme primary function (in the sense that only one protein is involved)* 
For instance, they could bo defective in the uptake of acetate and the 
fact that they can utilize acetate under certain conditions (the 'proline 
effect ' ) does not argue either in favour or lagainst this *
The fact that the mutants grow much better on metabolites 
of the Krebs* cycle probably implies that all the Krebs’ cycle 
enzymes are active in the £ mutimts* If, as in mammals, P*Ao 
exerts its toxic effect by interfering with aconitase, the £ 
mutants might lack this enzyme * However, their growth on cis-aoonitate 
whioh is a specific substrate for aconitase (Anfinsoii, 1955)j? suggests 
that aoonitase is present *
That the strain pyro4g fZ  failed to respond to butyrate 
while the strain w3§ pyro4 did, might indicate that f strains 
lack an enzyme for the activation of acetyl moitiés, i*o* they 
csmnot activate acetate to acetyl CoA, and this enzyme might 
well be acetyl^ thiolcinase « An organism lacking such an enzyme 
should not be affected in its gi?ov/th on metabolites containing 
more than two carbons, as it should still possess all the enzymes 
necessary for formation of acetyl GoA from pyruvate. In the case 
of the f mutants there is no detectable difference between f and f
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strains growing on glucose or glycerol except that £ strains 
tend to form more perltheola than strains «
The £ mutants isolated on the basis of resistance to F.A# 
reveal ©dp on closer examination, Vfarious pleiotropio effects 9 
some of whiohp such as rapid growth on Buooinatop proved useful 
In the genetic analysis of £ mutants. Rapid growth on succinate 
is also interesting in the sense that the £ mutants here demonstrate 
loss of one function (failure to grow on aoetate) and gain of 
another function (rapid growth on succinate) both due to the 
mutation to f*ÇîTS?»
The £ mutants collected by various techniques had the same 
properties in all tested conditions with the exception of the strain 
iSât strains isolated by the same method (F.A.M* plus 9.F.A.U* 
Part IV, 04)* These differed from all other f strains in three ways1
1) by the absence of the ’proline effect’
2) by having a different type of residual growth on Ado
3) by being easily 'breast-fed* (Pontecorvo, ^0 1953) on
A olio by colonies growing on the same plate*
Why the particular technique by whioh these mutants wore 
isolated selects £ mutants which differ from all other f mutants 
collected is not very clear0 It is, however, the only technique 
in which glucose, succinate, and fXuoroaeetate are used together*
This adds to the common knowledge that change of selection conditions 
affects the kinds of mutant© isolated»
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1) Fluoroaootate seems to inhibit competitivsly the growth of
nijaL m  on various carbon sources.
2) Growth of M t o l ^  on acetate as the sole oai-bon
source i s  sensitive to other oarhon aourOGs.
3) Residual growth of £ mutants on aoetate is not considered to
be due to * leakiness’ of the £ mutants but to a different 
pathway which the f. mutants do not affect ®
4) Proline and glutamate have a 'sparing effect* on strains
C£irrying an £ mutant and probably enable them to utilize 
acetate to a certain extent.
5) £ mutants utilize succinate mal ate and fumarate more rapidly
than wild type strains*
6) £ mutant strains tested are more sensitive than a wild type
strain to malonato*
7) f. mutant strains and a wild type strain utilize ois-aoonitato
equally but poorly.
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8) An £ mutant strain cannot utilize butyrate ?/h©reas a willd
type strain can.
9) The three f  Idol are considered to he responsible for the
same primary function which a£*feotfi the ui)tak© or the 
further utilization of aoetateo
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(F) Formal R’snotios of mutants
For further gonotlc studios only certain of the £ mutants were 
chosen 0 Mutants vdiich * back *-mutate wore considered, as ono of the 
main Interests in searching for a ’tv/o-way selection’ was the study 
of intra-cistron suppressors. Also studied were the nmtants selected 
by using S.M. plus S.F.â.M* - the technique which proved most suitable 
for 'two-way selection* using F .A# - and ono mutanb which did not 
revert (f4)«
1) * Forward*-mutant s (f)
a) Genio origin, nuîaber of loci, reoessiylty
The following heterokaryons were synthesizods
0  E ii m zsl; Si, / ( I I  / f  )
2) v/33 pyro45 flO l /  pabal y (f101 /  f^ ) ^ <issMa?»* .Î.£iwirejû«îwft!f;î£>' *>iîCsaÆi»tn*««> ' «i*i^steîs*Ra*ti3Wïs:5» *Êî» «^ma»=sahsa#rtri# • «ts** ^
3) w3§ joto45 f102 / pabal y (fl02 / f^ ) ,
From each of these hot orokaryons oonidia were harvested and plated on
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GaMpp and 104 colonies (52 white and $2 yellow) from each heterokaryon
were tested. The genotypes of the colonies were determined by
replication to various mediae in each case only the two corresponding
:
parental types were found.
In crosses of the type £ x a tsi ratio of £ to f ^ progeny 
(Table 25), as expected In crosses involving a single Mendelian factor, 
was always obtained*
In all cases tested (about 800 progeny) the correlation between 
resistance to F#A. (rapid growth on 8*M@) and auxtrophy on A.M. was 
complete. In no case were progeny of such a cross found to be either 
sensitive to F.A. (not rapid growers on succinate) and auxotrophic 
on A.M.9 or to have the reciprocal phenotype, i.e. resistant to F.A* 
(rapid growers on succinate) and prototrophic on A.M. It would seem, 
therefore, that all the ohar act eristics by whioh £ strains are dis­
tinguished from corresponding strains are due to a single Mendelian 
factor.
All £ mutants chosen - on the basis of the criteria given before - 
for linkage studies (14 out of 55) were crossed in certain pairs *
The results show ole far ly that these Eiutants map at throe different 
mlinked loci (Table 26). These looi are designated f3, flOl and f102 
and the known mutants mapping at these looi (Table 26) are as follows g
^  1 0 2  —
Table 85 « Crosses between f mutant strains and wild type strains 
Analysed by ’perithoOium analysis'
Ho* of
%'
Cross
Type
of
cross
colonies
with
phenotype
f
Total Test for
4
1 si ratio
P
>5 pyro4^  f2 % pabal y 5 ad23 fg X f'*' 108 87 195 2.26 0.13
»§ pyro4; f3 X y; nio2 ribo5 f3 X f'*' 148 152 300 0.05 0.92
pyro4$ flOl X y5 ad3; si flOl X 91 119 210 3*73 0.05
pyro4; f102 X pabal y; ad23 f102 X f*' 72 83 155 0.76 0.37
bil; f301 X y; adl; si2 f301 X 43 61 104 2,09 0.15
bil; f302 X y; adl; s12 f302 X f * 42 55 97 1.74 0.19
bil; f303 X y; ni62 riboS f303 X f* 47 54 101 0.48 0.50
bil; f307 X y; adl; s12 f307 X f"*’ 94 79 173 1.30 0 .2 5
In crosses involving a strain Carrying an ad mutant only
ad progeny were scored.
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locus f3 f2, f4, f303p f305p f306
locus fioi f302s f308j f309
locus flog f8p f301, f307
Sino© oaoh of the three looi oontairia mutants selected by different 
techniques, it is unlikely that further looi determining the same 
phenotypic differences exist *
All the mutants located in one of the looi (designated f3) are 
of the type which grows well on S.M*, while all the mutants looatod
in the other two looi (designated f)Ol and f102 are of the type^ «5<«lÉR4e**fir-=îc» V «4,
which grows less well on S.M. (see Part XT, E2oi), It should be 
noted that the mutants fl01 and £102, the only mutants whioh were■een<te»»k-ttWKt» v
isolated in the same experiment (incubation in liquid B.M. plus B\A. 
Part IV, 01), reooinbine freely with each other*
In scoring progeny of crosses of the typo ^  x fs only two typos
of progeny could be distinguished - whether the two mutants were in the
"I"same locus or in two different loci - ono having an f and the other 
having an £ phenotype* Hence, if the double recombinant fy fa arose 
it was probably indistinguishable from the parental £ type* As 
colonies having the f phenotype were not isolated from such crosses 
and back crossed to both parents, it is impossible to decide this point
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To find oui; whather or not the system is suitable for fine 
gonatlo aaal-yeiSs the cross 13 là s: #3; |i (li 5t f^)
\vm analysed by plating a, heavy suspension of aaoospores on AoM* 
plus para'^ aminobenzoio aoid, and proper dilutions on M*M« plus para- 
asrlnobenzoi© aold. The frequency of progeny among the total 
reoombinant progeny of this eross was 0*1# whioh ie muoh hlglier than the 
reversion fregiienoy of does not revert at all (Table 21 ) ®
Thus the system shows itself to be suitable for fine genetio analysis.
The reoessivity of the £ mutemts to their wild type allele was 
established by synthesizing diploids (Roper, 1952) heterozygous for 
£ mutants (Table 27). In all oases tested reoessivlty v/as confirmed 
for all the examined ohar act or ist ios of the £ mutants® By synthesizing 
diploids between various paire of £ mutants (Table 87) it was found that 
when the £ mutants are at two different looi they do complement, but 
when they are at the same locus they do not complement® This confirms 
their reoessivlty and might suggest that the three looi correspond to 
three oistrons,
b) iss^isa
i)
By haploldisation of diploids between £ mutant strains and tester 
strain MSI) all the f mutants tested were located in linkage groups
«K» 1 07 «W
27 O Growth of cliploidsi haterozygou© and homo^ ygous for f mutants 
Table 27 * Growth of diploids haterozygous and homo^ ygous for f mutants
on thrae mediacLr#.6*)<*33#K(#tc*fr3^ a^±wma#
Media
^yPQ q M ^
Combination of A.M. F.A.M*
diploid o.B.A.M,
ad23| f3; oha / pabal; w3 f3 / £■*■ ■
M 1§ w2f f8 / Map f8 / f" i{- —
w3; flOI riboS / ad23; oha fl01 / £■*■ 4 — —
pabal 5 f102 / MSP fl02 / £■*■ — —
M 1| f301 / MSP f301 / f+
M I 5 f3C2 / MSB f302 / •î* -
Mis f303 / MSB f303 / -
bils f305 / M8D f305 / -
bil5 £306 / MSB f306 / *:• —
bils f30? / MSB f307 / f'^ i- -
bil; £308 / MSB f308 / .j. —
bil; £309 / MSB f309 / £■'■
1 0 8  —
Table 2? continued
pabal y; ad23; f2 / w3? pyro4s £3 £2 / £3 •Î*
pabal y; ad83; f2 / bil; w3s £4 £2 / £4 —
pabal y; ad23§ f2 / w3; pyro4| £101 £2 / £101 — -
pabal y; ad23; f2 / w3j pyro4s f102 £2 / £102 - -
pabal ; y; f3 / w3? pyro4s flOl £3 / £101 4. -
ad23; f3 / w3| pyro4s f102 £3 / £102 .J.
y; pyro4§ %io2 f3 tihoS / bil; £303 £3 / £303 .f
y; pyro4f nio2 f3 ribo5 / bil; £305 £3 / £305 H' ‘Î-
y; pjro4; nio2 f3 ribog / Ml; £306 £3 / £306 ‘Î-
y; si ; f101 / vi3s pyfo4g f102 £101 / £102 ■f - —
pabal ; w3; flOl ribo2 / M1; £301 £101 / £301 t — -
pabal; w3; f101 ribo2 / ■ til; £302 £101 / £302 — i
pabal; w3; flOl ribo2 / Ml; £308 £101 / £308 4.
pabal; v/3; flOl :eibo2 / Ml 5 £302 £101 / £309 - ‘f •f
w3; pyro4g f102 / Ml; £301 £102 / £301 4. f
w3; pyro4; fl02 / M.1; £30? £102 / £307 — 4,
bil; f30l / y? adl 5 a12; f3©7 £3)1 / £307 t •f
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V or VIII g (Tables 28-30) o The following cliploidB were s^ iithosiaed s
1) MSB / paba1 ; ad23; f3 6 ) MSB / bi15i m
2) MSB / pabal 5 wS? f 101 7) MSB / bil^g s m .
3) MSB / •pabal 5 f 102/ xcaiicaàwsÊe^ 8) MSB / Ml ; i M
4) MSB / bil; f301ticntotillTca < üwmmtW' 9) HSB / Ml ^ f307
5) MSB / Bi1§ f302 10) MSB / bll;rw##!* 1iu> ' 008
11) MSB / bil g f309
ïïaploidiaation of diploid 1 (Ta,hle 28) failed to locate f3 to 
a particular linkage group as all the haploids obtained had the £ 
phenotype* However g as they were also location in the
third o r the fifth linlcago group is suggested (pha2 is selected against 
when haploidiaation is m^ ide with P»F*P*A« and lys^ , rarely recovered 
under the conditions of the test). Therefore the diploid
S3 SKE2i? 61 / mol; a a M .  X5 SalJU. syntlieslaed (2& J I  teing
located in the third linkage ga?oup, Dorn^  1963)» The thirty-three 
haploids isolated segregated in the following way $
£ M .
+ " 3)
parental
15
18
reoornbiaant
11)
) 15
4)
Table 28 é Looation of f3 Im linkage groups III or ? by haploidisation
after treatment with P.P *P*A# of diploid
r .adSBr f3
Mhkage group Tester marker f f
I
paW‘
paba
0 7
15
. 4*Aor
Aor 0 14
II
ad 0
0
14
*>!> «M KM
r<Mi rA'* (i*
0
0 0
IV pyro 0 16
V
lye"
lye
0 22
0
Vi
e
s
0 17
5
VII
nio*'
ni©
0
0 9
VIII
ribo
ribo
0
Ill
Tablo 89o Looatioa of flOl In links® «î?om VIIX By hiwloidiaation»
SûâafelsLsJxXM.
Linkage gi?o«p Tester marker f f
paba"^  7 11
*" paba 4 4
Aor*^  5 8
km  6 7II
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Vf" 6 7
w 5 8
pho^  11 15
pho 0 0
pyro"'" 6 7
pyro 5 8
lys'*’ 9 11
ya 2 4
s’" 3 8
s 8 7
nio^  4 11
mio 7 4
ribo* 0 15
ribo 11 0
i:
3eo next page
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These tv/o haploids did not grow on AoM* like a usual ^  strain 
beoause they oarry the mutant However ^ due to the
morphology of these Golonlos on aootate^  they could he distinguished 
from £ colonies* and their pattern of growth was completely 
identical to the pattern of growth of strains oarrying the 
mutant ly^ on A,M$
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Table 30. |!Ooafcio«^fjf1 O ^ 4 n _ . U ^ ^ 0 j ^ ^ _ V m ^ h ^
of J-IbIoM
MSD/nabals f102
Linkage group Tester mmicer f
3
10
?
Ag t '
Aor
4
2
III
phe
phe
6
0
IT
0
IV X*)yro
5
12
V
1 ■ "C
lye
6
0
15
2
VI 4
11
6
VII
nxo
nio
2
4
11
6
VIII
rlbo^
ribo
0
6
IT
0
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1.0« ^  Is not looatod in llnlcago group III«
The diploid JSSis SA /  ¥J S à ^  (Msâ and rlbog, are
in the fifth linlcage group) v^as then synthesiised and fifty-four haploids 
v/oro analysedo They segregated as follows?
f nio ribo
parental
14)
) 54 
40)
•j* 'I* 0
recombinant ) 0
— — — 0 )
which indicates location of ^  in the fifth linlcage group* Also all 
the haploids isolated from diploids 6* 7 ond 8 were and phe^  and
$ which indicates location in either the third or the fifth linkage 
groups
Haploidiaation of diploids 2 (Table 29) and 3 (Table 30) located 
both and f 102 in linlcage group VIII and haploidigat 1 on of diploids
4$ 5? 9s 10 and 11 confirmed this location for the other mutcmts toown 
to map at these loci (Table 26)*
All this evidence leads to the conclusion that locus ^  is located 
in the third linkage group* while looi flQI and 02 are unlinked (Table 26) 
and located in the eighth linlcage group*
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By haploidiaation one can deteot trançloGations by finding 
complet© linkage between two markers which m?0 normally located in 
two different llnkt^ e groups* Baring the course of this work 
translocations were found in the strains paba1_^ between linlr.age groux^ s 
VI & VII* bi^ ; ^  9 between linkage groups III & VIII* and bj^ w3, 
between linkage gToups III & VIII and V% & VII* Therefore for further 
isolation of mutants the strain bil (which was found to be without 
translocations) was used*
ii) Meiotio anMysio^ 'M jin^' w , »J3H*r33>
fl
By analysing 300 ps?ogsiiy of the oroso X5 aisâü % 21? iJESi? SÀ
(Table 31 ) 9 f^ was Icoatscl betwooa alo2 and ribo5 very loosely IWted
to both of them.
flOl
Crosses between strains oarrying the mutant flOl and strains oarrying 
other markers of the oightK linkage group wore analysed* Linkage was 
detected only between flQI * ribo2 ;md arg3. (Table 32)* showing that
w 116 *=*
Table 31 * Woation of f3 by melotie analysis
Cs“O0S - jj niog, x wg,; JffiSSis ÊI
The data are tabulated only in respoot of the markers 
nlo2p rlbq5* f3 as in a three point oroBS*
aio2  ^ -1- riboS
T f3 t
Crossover r%^ ions , ........
nio h ribo 54)
none ) 114
*}' f '}■ 60 )
nio IT -1- 41 )
I  ) 81
't' t ribo 40)
nio f 39)
XX ) 67
'!• f ribo 28)
nio f ribo I9)
X and XX ) 38
"t" 4" *1’ 19)
9  35i5.4,lt„5
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Table 39. Looation of flOl byjaelotlo analysis
Ores© - bil; orn9 oba x bil; ar/6 flOl rlbo2
Balia are tabulated only in reepeot of the markers arg3* f101 *
■*• ««waKwkai*it*naK>«nat'
ribo2 as in a three point orosB*
arg3 f101 ribôS
WSe«W‘4fc5t»ipA*4tiftvy|ro4>ntifry»slerti«irç!e£*saic<i*tS6*ty!l»flwrti-i4^.'R-l. ■jjr.-isw*
T I" i-
OrosBovor regions
none
arg
'h
ribo 71)
) 158
I
arg 4- *î' 12)
•i- ‘f ribo 23 )
) 35
II
*g f -1- 6 )
f ribo 2 )
I and II
arg t ribo
4"
0)
1)
ribo2
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f 101^ lia oloaely linked to ribq2 and Fjuggoating that it lies between arg3 
and rjjoogo To oonfirm thia order aoleotivo platings were made by 
aandv/iohing between EL EL and S*BLA«M* aaoospores from îiybrid peritheoia 
of the following oroaaeas
1 ) bil s orn9 oha % bil s arg3 f 101 ribo2
2 ) pabal x bil; ax»g3 f101 ribo2
3) bil; arg3 x bil; flQI ribo2.
In eaoh oaee selection was made for the rlbo^  f recombinants which were 
analysed for the segregation of j^ 3^, (Table 33) * The data confirmed 
the order (arg3 flOl ribo2)*i«*il*rtipk*fc£» K^3»t3#caK=# esOTeWrweeen*^
f102
The allele f307 represents locus f102 as this allele is more 
easily distinguished on the various medi# from its wild type allele 
than flOB* Three crosses involving mm?kers of the eighth linkage
rûthfcrpMêesia ^
group were made * but no linkage between f30% and^  any other meirker was 
detected* about 200 progeny from each Cress being analysed * The 
crosses were as follows?
1) y; adls s12; f307 % bil; nrg3 ribo2
2) s  IIÜ.5 siSs i M .  ^ Ïü5."«à5 S S }}1 EiM. gai
3) z; Ml? sJl5 Î M  % WJ.5 5â?l: É B - S â L M "
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2) * Bade * Hnut out s
•Back’^rflutcinta v/ore Bubjeoted to furthor anolysia with a viow to 
deciding' whether they were due to e%tra«olBtron or Intra-oletron 
suppresBorSû Honoe oroBses between the revertant straine and strains 
oarrying the wild type alleles were made» 'The analysis of those Grosses 
(fable 34) showed that those suppi^ essors of alleles 139 ^  and f^hD2 
which were tested were oxtra-oistronlo and unlinked to the allele 
they suppressed, while the suppressors of the allele fjOl might be 
Intra-olstronio. fhese results are in acoord with a hypothesis put 
forward In Part IV, D, as all the revertants analysed except for
revertants of the allele flOl are 'small® on
A thick suspension of aaoosporoB from the cross f, 10,1
b2«*f10l X pabal ys ad23 was plated on plus p&ira^ aminoben20io♦fsarratrttîlwfM'a» ««yicctetraÉuaa i» «u
acid a Prom an estimated 0*8 x 10^  viable recombinant ascospores 
plat©dp two f, colonies were recovered* One of them recombined freely 
with flOl9 which indicated a mutational origin5 the other did not 
recombine with flOl (no recombinant was found among 29500 viable 
progeny of a cross of this f, mutant to £101) 9 whioh indicates that this 
f mutant was either flOl itself, or the suppressor, b2«f101 on its own 
having a. mutant phenotype (Crick ^et a£*, I96I)* I'his example 
demonstrates the adequacy of the system for mapping of extremely closely 
linked suppressors» bomlnanco of two suppressor mutants of flOl whioh
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le expected from intra^ -eistronlo suppressors, was demonstrated by 
synthesizing diploids homozygous for flOl and heterozygous for the 
suppressors* The diploids v/ero as follov/os
1) w3§ pyro4; flOl h i 101 / y; si ; flOl
*MCî^.*aflKra5aTcnffirti «ciSatattesaj^s**»
f101 M-flOl
2 ) w3; p.yro4; flOl h2«f101 / y; s1 ; flOl
flOl
flOl
Both diploiâ.3 ï;ére found to have an f phonotyps on A»M. and F.A.IvI
3) Enhancers
Often, when £ strains were inoculated into F»A#M., supersistant 
seat ora ciroso» Therefore, the strain pabal s w3§ flOl ribo2 was^ I f  Firaesctih / * lilF ir r u
inoculated into a potri dish containing F*A*Mo plus the necessary growth 
factors, Super-resistant sectors arose and were isolated# The new 
strains were desiignated fe2 etc* (fe c= fluoroaoetato resistance 
enhancer, Pig# 6)# The strains pabal ; w3s flOl ribo2 fe1, pabal ; w3s 
flOl ribo2 foS, pabal s w33 flOl ribo2 fe3 have the f phenotype on acetateKiT>*!v»«*îs*3ç» *e.ÈsFx2es5a»*#>t?5>* wujkerjirdtiAs^  "<"# *v*s* **■ Cr •*-
and succinate* By synthesizing the diploid
-  123 -
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ys sis flOl / pabalI w3j fblg flOl rlbo2«fc*/ ewWeiyir ' <^ swi<t!ekd<s«*eh6' fAACwrmzcca/ A#
f io i  +
*9itn*f@a»i45*.9»jcd0etA *^n#arj#'v.#atTa
fioi fo1
fe1 was foimd to be receasivo as this diploid has the x^ honotypo of an 
flOl, strain on F#AoM* As expected, this diploid strain failed to 
grow, on A «Mo while the diploid
bilg grg3 / paho-l 5 w3; fe15 flOl rihqg
gffQv on AoM« and waa sensitive to F.ft,
flOl foi
#L
The cross pahals w3a foi? flOj riW2; % ys adl § si2 (fois flOl x 4?t)
#fnW"iwycM »tq»6teÉno<h»i«» f r wj.t'p i# u> l e t e M ï t i m v T t » *eas>'*««2»"
Was analysed® Three typos of progeny were distinguisheds
1) which do not grov/ on A#M.* and are super-rosistant %o 
(aosumed genotype fgi 5- flQI) ,
2) progeny whioh grow on A.M® and are sensitive_tO F«4»
(assumed genotypes ±; ±; and foi; ±)p
3) progeny whioh do not grow on AoM« and are resisüant to F.A,
(assiimed genotype f 101 g +)*
The number of progeny in class 2 was roughly equal to the numbor of
progeny in classes 1 and 3® These results suggest that tho onhaiiooi*
12f?
mutation (ge) is separable from the flQI locus, and that the eniianoer 
mutant by itself (fe) is indistinguishable (by tho above criteria)
from an fo^  allele® To confirm this, several recombinants from this 
cross (class 2) wore isolated® One of them y ; adl s s12, assumed 
to carry in addition the imitant fcl^, was crossed with throe strains 
rei^ rosenting tho tierce f loci* Analysis of these crosses (Table 35) 
confirmed that the genotype of this strain is y5 ad1s sigg fe1 and
V ££=»/ •aiTTi'MtfSSlp«aWttfSifcZS»?
that by itself feg is phenotypioally indistinguishable from the wild 
typo allele fe’*’ (on the tested criteria), that fo1_ is tmlinlœd to any 
of the Icnown f loci, and that fol.^ is p3?obably a general enhancer for 
any £ mutant irrespective of its location* This lends further support 
to the idea that all the throe £ loci are engaged in the same primary 
function (Part IV, BSo)*
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1 ) The mutants isolated have been shovm to behave like a single 
Mendelian fact or *
2) They have been shown to be reoessive®
3) By gonetioal (crosses) and functional (complementation) tests,
all £ mutants examined fall into three looi which correspond 
to three oistrons®
4) One of the looi is located in linlcage group III; the other two are
located in linkage group VllI, and are unlinlced#
5) Some revertants of v a^tIoub £ 'forward'-mutants were emalysed and
have been found to result from unlinked suppressors®
6) One of the f ' forw&ird' -mutants f 101, reverts by extremely closely
linked or Intra oiatronlo suppressors*
7) An enhancer mutation to fluoroaoetate resistance has been shovm to
be indistinguishable by itself from the corresponding wild type 
allele, to be unlinked to any of the three £ loci and to enhance 
any of three £ mutants, each representing one of the three £ looi®
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(Ck) Oomplômentation la ho’feerokas^ .yoas aad diploldti
Heaessiv© mutants from different Xool usually complément when 
tested either in the hotorokaryon or in the heterozygous diploid® So 
far, differences in complémentation between diploids and heterokaryons, 
each having the same genotype, have been found in a few oases 
(Ponteoorvo, 195^ 5 Roberts, I96I; for more details see Pontecorvo, 1963), 
The most striking* of those is probably the case of mutants in three 
methionine suppressor looi in Ooprinus, lagopus (howls, 19^ 1 & and 
unpublished results) where most of the combinations between mutants 
from different looi do not complement in the hetorokaryon in the trgms 
configuration*
The f mutants of Aspp»lllus nidulans represent a somewhat 
simil^ ix’ situation with the difference that so far none of the 
oombinatlona tested (between mutants from different loci) do complement 
in the heterokaryon, which renders the possibility of exceptions 
unlikely® Moreover, while complementation between suppressors is 
expressed as failure to grow, oom%)lement at ion between auxotrophic 
mutants is expressed by growth® OompXementatiOii between £ mutants 
was verified by testing growth of lîh© relevant heterolcaryon and 
diploid on
Three of the f mutants (f3« flOl and f102) were tested for
1 2 9
rooosBivlty In the hetorokaryon and in the heterozygous cHploid avid 
found to be recessive; i*©» they grew on aootato medium* The 
following combinations were tried?
0  Ml imM.; H  / safegix (£4 / f  )
2) M? -ŒS.4.5 £|S,1 / JB&M. X (ilQi / fb
3) M5 PÆSâl ilf îâ  /  PS&âlZ (I1Q2 /  f )
(see also Table 27)“
To test for oomijlementation in hetorokaryons, oonidla of both stsfains 
wore mixed in liquid A®M* and after 4'"5 dz^ rs incubation the iTç/oeliwa 
was transferred to A»M®
These tlu^ e© mutants, ropresenting three unlinked looi (f3, flOl," — tzi-mi»swna'
f 102 ), were tested in all possible combinations in heterokaryoiis and in 
heterozygous diploids® All of the heterokaryons failed to grow on 
AaMo while tho diploids did grow (Tables 27 and 36, Fig® 7)» The 
pattern of complement at ion did not change when the oojnplementing 
nutritional markers of the combination /.£1^ 1^  were changed (Table 36)* 
Furthermore, as the £ mutants grew slightly on A$M, it was possible to 
transfer byphol tips from this slight growth to M*M® where, after a 
day or two, a vigourously growing heterokgryon was obtained* On two 
occasions diploid sectors arose from the slight growth on A.*Mo of 
heterokaryons between two unlinked £ mutants (Fig* 8)* This indicates 
that although the heterokaryon is formed it cannot grow i*©® a genuine 
failure of growth and not of forming a hoterokaryon*
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agaaa..?.
A dinloid ermhuj out of a hetorote.;gron
Note I tho diploid aootor is on the right-hand side of the plate. 
Tho hotor<^aryon io between the straina nabal ^  and 
w3{ r?yro4 : 1^ 101 (f3 and flOl are unlinked).
The plate oontaine acetate nodium.
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Tho other oorabinations between alleles from different looi which 
were compared in the heterokaryon and in the heterozygous diploid 
(in trans) were the following:
f2 / flOl, f102 f3 / f8, f301 f8 / flOl fl02 / f303 .
All those combinations fell into the same pattern i.e* hetorokaryons 
did not .^pc^ow on acetate v;hile hoterozygouo diploide did* Also, 45 
hoterokaryono were synthesized between fifteen £  mutants and each of 
the mutants fljDl and f1p2® All these 45 heterokaryons failed
to pirov; on AwE# although at least 30 of these combinations were between 
non-^allolio mutcmts* The following strains were used: 
w3: pyro4; £3, w3; jiyvo4§ f101, w3 ; pyro4$ f102 
and strains oarrying tho following ^  mutantaa
f1, f6, f9, flO, f13, f18, f20, £22, £24, f26, f28, f30, f32, f34.
All those strains, in addition to the f mutant carried the mutant bil«
To explain this phenomenon one can postulate several models s 
1 ) Tho protein involved in growth on acetate does not mif?ra.te
outside the nucleus, eind therefore the rautants fail to complement in the
heterokaryon (.Pontecorvo, 1963)#
2) Assuming one protein made up of two or tiiroe different polypeptide 
chains, local concentrations of thorn in the hoterokaryon are not 
sufficient to allow assembly of the polypeptide chains (Ponteoorvo,
1963)* Assembly of polypeptide chains is known to occur for haemoglobin 
(itano and Singer, 1958)#
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3) information of ©aoh mioleuB for syntliesio of the ©ni^ m^e or
ensyïûoo oonoerned. move© ^  to partioleo of the oytoplaom v/here
these ens^ ii0B are normally olttiatedp in this oaeo probably mitoohondria; 
or5 if the information does not miove epi^ m.aase each of the partioles 
rocelves Information from one pertloular nucleus only* h^le model 
assumes further that there are no interactions among the partiolesp
and predicts the occurrence of one kind of particle in the cytoplasm 
of the diploids p mû. of two kinds of particles in the hotorokaryotio 
Cytoplasm* A model of this kind can b© postulated for every oaso 
in which the proteins not freely soluble in the cytoplasm^  but 
ore localised*
4) Assuming that of the three genes Involvedone is structural and 
two are regulatoryp and that the product of the regulatory gone is 
restricted to the nuclok^ Op either because there is no possibility
of migTating outp or baoause it exists in very few copies; on© would 
oxpQot in all cases in which one regulatory gene and one structural gensg 
or two regulatory genes^  ere involved^  to find differences in the 
complementation pattern between the heterokaryon and the heterozygous 
diploid*
It would seem that in dealing with }?egulatory genes comparisons 
between heterokaryons and heterozygous diploids might decide v;h©thor 
or not the products of regulatory genes (repressors) are effectively 
restricted to the nucleus 1*0* whether or not they are cytoplasmic
135 -
(Jacob tind Monody, 19^ 3)* For em ©laborato model of intoraotions between 
structural and regulatory genes whioh aoeoîMts for the differences in 
the complémentation pattern of the Bmm combination in the heterokaryon 
and the heterozygous diploid see Pontecorvo (19^ 3)®
At least one point may be drawn from thiss if in Aspergillus 
nidulans the diploid condition did not exist and complementation 
was tested only in the hetorokaryon (as in Hourpsppra cpassa)g mutants 
which are in different linkages groups may have been taken to bo allelic g
I'G' aWioËa (I’oHtooowos, 1958)»
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1) All tlio combinat ions g in trans oonfigurationo of two
f mutants (pairs consisting of mutants from different
Cl 3trone) do m /k complement in the heterozygous diploids o/Cvu'V
2) Oortain possibilities which could explain this phenomenon
have been suggested*
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(E) Dispus sign,
Systems of the type described in this work are primjirily suited 
to use in miorO“*organismQ but could be applied* to cells in tissue 
cultures and might be adapted for use in other organisms suoh as 
Drosophila^  as selection for resistance is relatively simple* A 
*tv/o«way selection’ would also facilitate procurement of awzotrophio 
mutants which in certain organisme are difficult to obtain (Chiaiaydomonas, 
rplihardi * Sagorp personal ooMunieation) •
The assumption that mutants of the sime olstron alw?3ys have a 
similar phenotype presumably axises in most oases from the availability 
of only one phenotypic characteristic by which mutant strains may be 
distinguished from corresponding wild type strains. I n  the f system9 
howeverp mutcmts are distinguished from corresponding wild typos on 
at least three criteria* cind mutants can be obtained which do not 
exhibit all of these characteristics* for example * mutants which are 
resistant to F.A* but Can utilize acetate, Such mutants were isolated 
and designated fa but were not further analysed*
A mechanism which could explain occurrence of fa mutants in one 
of the ^  cintrons is the followings consider that the protein coded 
(or regulated) by the ^  oistron(s) does not distinguish between the
1 3
metabolite (aootate or a dérivâtive of it) and its analogue 
(fluoroaeetate or a derivative of it)* but distinguishes between them 
after a change arising from a mutation* The protein will then 
reject the analogue thereby causing resistance g but still deal with 
the metabolite* thereby causing prototro%)hy$ Thus* mutants resistant 
to fluoroaootat© which still utilize acetate might map in an oistron* 
occupying only a minor fraction of its mutable sites* said mapping 
at particular places in it* as presumably only very definite and 
restricted changes in the protein would enable it to distiî^ tish 
between a metabolite and its analogue*
It la not loiown if the various techniques used for selection of 
®forv/ard’-*mutants select mutants mainly of a particules? locus* as 
only mutants soleoted by the 3*M* S.Fo/wK* technique v/er© mapped 
in numbers sufficient for consideration (those are the eight mutants* 
jQpi - f303* fW) These mutants do not represent a random
sample* having been selected by reason of their showing slight variations 
in growth on succinate medium* mid in residual $^rov/th on acetate medimn; 
they cannotp therefore* provide aïjy satisfactory answer* If* 
however* the difference in growth of f mutants on sucoinate medium 
(p£irt XVp F2ci) is accepted as a baais for distinguishing mutants of 
the f3 locus from mutants of the flOl aaid f102 looip it is possible 
to ascertain which toolmique will select preferentially mutants of
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the ^  locus. This being eo would emphasize the suitability of the 
^ system for the purpose of ’two*-‘«WE3y selection’ within one locus»
With the above considerations in mind* the problem of which 
mutants revert and which do not (Table 21) may also be re-^ eXcvninecl.
The vast majority of mutemts which do not revert are of the ty%)0 
which grows more rapidly on succinate medium. If it is. accepted 
that those mutants map at locus then unless they are gross 
aberrations in the genetic material this phenomenon is difficult to 
understand.
Relevant to the effect of selection conditions on mutants selected 
Is the frequency of occurrence of enhancer mutants whencolonies 
are grown, on BkA*!*» containing 4/5 fluoroaoetate and 0,5^ glucose * as 
Oomparod to the rarity of their occurrence when the medium contains 
only 2f) fluoroaoetate and 0*5/5 glucose* This is probably duo to 
the increase in size of f colonies gTown on medivuE containing* the 
latter concentrations in oorapa5?lBon to colonies grown on mediuia 
containing the first concentrations*
It was suggested previously (Pcirt XV* E2a) that the slight 
basic growth of mutants on A»M* might bo duo to an alternative 
and inefficient pathwfiy for acetate utilization which is not blocked 
by the f^ mutants. It was also considered that the ’proline effect* 
might be due to activation of this pathway (Part IV^  }il2b). Mutations
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blocking tîiie pathway may in fact bo tho onhanoor mutants 
Pm?t IV * F3)* whioh by themselves cannot be distinguished from the 
corresponding wild types* This is supported by the fact that certain 
strains carrying an £ mutant togethor with an fe mutïmt are completely 
inert on acetate medium and do not demonstrate the ’proline offoot * « 
Alternatively* ^  mut&mts may result from a block in a pei^ moabllity 
system* but this explanation Is v/oalsenod by the fact that strains 
cat?rying an mutant (but not an _f mutant) grow on acetate medium 
as wall as the corresponding wild type strains*
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X The importanoe of selective teolmiques in genetioal studies has
been discussed and two types of selective systems have been emphasized 
’selective tetrad analysis* and * two-way selection* systems.
'.I Materials end methods used in this work were described* those
which are in common use in the study of Aspergillus nidulans emd those
which were particularly designed in the course of this work.
X In order to obtain a system for ’selective tetrad analysis* *
blue and colourless ascosporo mutants have been isolated. Four 
blue mutants have boon located in one locus (Mnlcage group IX)* and* 
of five colourless mutants* four have been located in on© locus 
(liinkage group I)* and one in Linlcage group IV. Those mutants wore 
found to be *non*«autonomouBjj but analysis of crosses between them led 
to the conclusion that in Aspergillus nidulans the phenotype of thev./t  j j a  < i s a w r a a « « » i r e iÉ ± j » m * r a w e t i»  * "  C /  J j
perithecium and its ascosporos - in respect of the ohiar-aoters examined 
is determined by the nuclear constitution of the protoporitheoium 
which gave origin to it#
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I?
A) The intended work with aootale non^ 4itilizing mutemta and a brief 
aooount of findings oonoerning them is given.
B) The principles for establishing ’two^ v/ay selection* systems 
, based on oorrelating resistanee tml auxotrophy m?e outlined* and
some results ■ confirming these principles - obtained by using a 
metabolite (acetate) and its analogue (fluoroacetato) *» are 
represented# Mutants obtained (resistant to fluoroaootate and 
unable to utilize acetate) have been designated
C) tTarlous teoîmiquefô for the selection of mutants resistant to 
fluoroaoetat© have boon used* and the most suitable for a ’two-^ way 
selection* system has been shown to be the simdwiching of spores 
between succinate medium and succinate fluoroaoetate medium.
TJ) Eovortants able to utilise acetate have been selected from ^
’forwExrd*^ mutantBo Most of the f, mutants do not revert and this 
failure is thought to be genuine# There is an inverse correlation 
between the frequency of reversion of £ mutants and the size of 
the rovortant colonies on acetate meditua#
E) It has been shown that fluoroacetato inhibits competitively
growth of Aspergillus nidulcms on various oarbon sources.
A residual growth of f, mutants on acetate medium has been 
observed and attributed to a second pathway for acetate utilization
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mmffooted by an jP mutation. Proline has been shown to have a 
’sxmrii'ig effect ® in ^  mutant strains grown on aoetato medium* and 
this has been attributed to the activation of the second pathv/ty.
^ mutant strains have been shown to g3?ow more rapidly on 
intermediates of the Krebs* cycle (suooinate* fumerate and malate) 
and to be more sensitive to malonate than corresponding wild type strains 
It was concluded that all mutfants are impaired in the same 
primary function* (in the sense that only one protein is involved)«
P) _f mutants have been shown to be recessive* to map in three
meiotioally unlinked loci corresponding to three cistrons* £tnd the 
loci to map in two linlcage groups* (? and VIII).
RevertantSp prototrophic on A,M# * have been shown to result from 
extra-cistronic suppressors* On© mutant* f101 % revert© by extremely 
closely linked or intra-olstronio suppressors*
An enlianoer mutation, to fluoroacetate resistance has been shown 
to be recessive* to be indistinguishable by itself from the corresponding 
wild type allele* to be unlinked to any of the three ^  loci* and to 
enhance _f mutants of all tliree loci*
G) It has been shown that ^ mutants* in teo different loci* in
the trans^  configuration do not complement in heterokaryons but do 
complement in the corresponding heterozygous diploids when tested on 
acetate medium*
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